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Abstract 
 
 This paper studies the effect of hypothetical shifts in presidential candidates’ 
economic and social policy positions. Employing National Election Studies data from the 
2004 presidential election, this paper focuses on the perceived positions of the 
presidential candidates on their economic and social policy positions by the respondents, 
in relation to their personal positions on the issues that were studied. The vote outcomes 
of the respondents are then modeled on these variables, controlling for party 
identification of the respondents. This model is then used to predict for changes in the 
vote outcomes of the respondents given perceived shifts in the policy positions of the 
candidates over a range of magnitudes. The outcome of the analysis was that John Kerry 
could have captured a larger percentage of the vote if he was perceived to be slightly 
more conservative by the respondents in both economic and social policies, assuming 
George W. Bush’s policy positions were perceived to be stagnant. On the other hand, in 
order for Bush to capture a larger percentage of the vote given Kerry’s perceived 
position, he needed to be perceived as much more liberal in relation to his present 
position in economic and social policies. The outcome of the study is in line with the 
median voter theorem given the two-dimensional aspects of economic and social policies.  

Keywords: spatial models of voting, public opinion, economic issues, social 
issues, Presidential elections, median voter theorem, policy platforms, policy shifts 
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Summary of findings 

• Issues used to gauge position on economic policy: (1) spending and services (2) level 
of defense spending in US (3) role of government in providing job security and good 
standard of living 

• Issues used to gauge position on social policy: (1) aid to African Americans (2) role 
of women in society (3) ease of buying a gun 

• On a liberal-conservative scale of -9 to +9 on economic policies, the average score for 
the respondents’ self-attitude, perception of Bush and perception of Kerry was 0.3, 
3.4 and -2.0 respectively. 

• On a liberal-conservative scale of -8 to +8 on social policies, the average score for the 
respondents’ self-attitude, perception of Bush and perception of Kerry was -0.6, 0.7 
and -1.5 respectively. 

• Democratic respondents who see themselves as more liberal on economic policies 
tend to view Bush as more conservative on economic policies, while remaining 
relatively neutral in viewing Kerry on economic policies. 

• Democratic respondents tend to view Bush as relatively neutral in social policies, 
while the more liberal respondents tend to view Kerry as more liberal on social 
policies. 

• Republican respondents tend to see Bush as neutral on economic policies and Kerry 
as neutral on social policies. 

• Republican respondents who are more conservative on economic policies tend to 
view Kerry as more liberal on economic policies. 

• Trends for the Independent respondents tend to be less conclusive. 
• Kerry could have captured a larger percentage of the vote if he was perceived to be 

slightly more conservative in both economic and social policies. 
• Optimal shift for Kerry’s position in economic policy is +1.2 (i.e. more conservative), 

if Bush’s position remained fixed. 
• Optimal shift for Kerry’s position in social policy is +0.5 (i.e. slightly more 

conservative), if Bush’s position remained fixed. 
• Bush could have captured a larger percentage of the vote if he was perceived to be 

much more liberal in both economic and social policies. 
• Optimal shift for Bush’s position in economic policy is -2.9 (i.e. much more liberal), 

if Kerry’s position remained fixed. 
• Optimal shift for Bush’s position in social policy is -1.3 (i.e. more liberal), if Kerry’s 

position remained fixed.  
• Optimal simultaneous shifts for Kerry’s position in both economic and social policies 

are +1.3 and +1.0 respectively, if Bush’s position remained fixed. 
• Optimal simultaneous shifts for Bush’s position in both economic and social policies 

are +1.3 and -1.6 respectively, if Kerry’s position remained fixed. 
• Maximum improvement in the vote for Kerry given a shift by Kerry in both economic 

and social dimensions is 0.9% (from 50.7% in pre-election poll to 51.6%). 
• Maximum improvement in the vote for Bush given a shift by Bush in both economic 

and social dimensions is 2.2% (from 49.3% in pre-election poll to 51.5%). 
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1. Introduction 

In presidential election campaigns, one witnesses the shift in the platforms 

and positions of candidates on economic and social issues, in a bid to capture 

more votes. The logic of this stems from the model of electoral competition in a 

two-party system (Hotelling, 1929), in which the median voter theorem suggests 

that each candidate should keep its policy positions just barely distinguishable 

from the opposition candidate. As a result of this, it should be in each candidate’s 

best interest to move towards the median of the distribution of voters. If either 

candidate’s platform does not capture the median voter, then he will be unable to 

attract at least half of the votes in the electorate, and this would then result in the 

candidate losing the election.  

This model applies in a one-dimensional context of voting, whereby 

candidates and voters are concerned only with one particular issue, for example 

economic policies. However, upon moving to a multi-dimensional political space, 

which is more often the case in actual election campaigns, the median voter 

theorem would not suffice. In fact, the median voter theorem has little practical 

backing in terms of actual data. Research has shown that politicians often depart 

from the position of the median voter (Poole and Rosenthal, 1997) even though it 

is beneficial to have a moderate position (Gelman and Katz, 2005). There are 

plenty of reasons for this. One of them could possibly be because ideological 

positioning of a candidate in an election is just one part of the story – the position 

adopted by the candidate should also be feasible in terms of implementing the 

desired policies, otherwise the candidate or party would lose reliability in the eyes 

of the electorate. Other reasons include the need to satisfy campaign contributors, 

party activists as well as primary election voters. 

Once the issue of multi-dimensional political space comes into the picture, 

the median voter theorem is constrained in terms of its academic value in 

explaining real-life phenomena. In fact, a candidate can actually benefit from 

distinguishing himself from the opposition candidate on a particular dimension of 

political space, and stand to gain a public-opinion advantage. The question that 
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needs to be answered is whether candidates are able to capture a larger share of 

the vote by shifting their individual policy platforms such that they are perceived 

differently by the voters. In order to answer the question, this paper seeks to 

analyze the effect of a shift in the economic and social policy platforms of the 

candidates in a presidential election campaign using public opinion data that is 

available.  
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2. Literature Review 

The issue of “policy voting”, often defined as the degree to which voters 

perceive the public policy stands of candidates when they cast their votes, has 

been of interest to political scientists. The literature from 1950s to the late 1980s 

has been inconclusive with regards to the importance of policy voting, with huge 

disparities in the conclusions of the research. The reason for such divergence 

stems primarily from differences in the definition and conception of the central 

variables, as well as the methods used in gauging these variables. Disparities in 

model of analysis all play a part in the differing conclusions of earlier literature on 

the issue of policy voting.  

Regression models to forecast political voting have been widely used in 

the earlier literature.  Most of the developed models uses standard econometric 

methods and incorporated predictive variables such as information about the 

parties, economic and social issues, as well as time trends. In the book 

Forecasting Presidential Elections (Rosenstone, 1984), a weighted analysis on an 

array of predictive variables was carried out. Ex ante and ex post forecasts were 

then made on a state-to-state basis for the 1972 and 1976 elections. Even though 

the forecasts turned out to be reasonably accurate for these two elections, the 

results only apply to a limited sample size of presidential elections. Forecasts 

made on the later elections using Rosenstone’s model did not turn out to be as 

accurate as the previous two elections. Nevertheless, the work that was done by 

Rosenstone sets the precedent for robust econometric models for forecasting 

presidential elections, which would allow for the presidential candidates to review 

alternative political strategies in the campaigns. There has been much work on 

forecasting elections since then which is not referenced here –  the relevant 

inferences that one can draw is that moderate positions are more appealing to 

voters. 

Page and Jones (1989) took into account the “possibility of reciprocal 

causal effects among the central variables of the electoral process”. Using a “non-

recursive simultaneous equation model” datasets from the 1972 and 1976 
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presidential elections, which was an improvement from “single-equation 

techniques” used in prior research, Page and Jones ensured that the “underlying 

complexity of the electoral decision process” was captured as faithfully as 

possible. Their estimates showed that “policy preferences appear to have much 

more influence on voting decisions, and party attachments much less, than was 

previously thought”. 

A wide variety of analyses of social and economic issues in the American 

electoral process that affected American voting patterns were also carried out on 

data from 1952 through the early 1990s. The analysis in The New American Voter 

(Miller & Shanks, 1996), revealed several key points that were relevant to this 

study: the voters’ party identification is usually enduring; the positions of 

presidential candidates on campaign issues did not take on the level of 

significance that was assumed in previous research; and that the “ideological 

predisposition and judgment of the President’s record count for a lot”.  

The most recent literature on public policy perceptions of the candidates 

centers around the rational-activist model, in which the “public supposedly 

controls the behavior of its public officials by exercising its influence at the ballot 

box in a rational fashion” (Erikson, 2005). The issue of policy perceptions and the 

corresponding voting behavior of the public, termed ideological voting, depend 

very much on the availability of information as well as the ability of the electorate 

to examine the rationality of the policies that are proposed by the government. 

Research on public policy perceptions of the candidates had been carried out 

based on a set of issues in the National Election Studies (NES) survey of the 2004 

presidential election (Erikson, 2005). These issues included foreign policy, 

defense spending, government spending and services as well as social issues. The 

result of the research was that “voters with consistently liberal or conservative 

views are highly predictable in their vote choice”, and that “the observed 

relationship between ideology and vote choice becomes most pronounced” among 

the voters that are most informed about the “ideological differences among 

candidates”. The problem though was that most voters were “not at either 
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ideological extreme”, with ideological voting being present in a somewhat muted 

form among “medium information” voters, and almost no tendency towards 

ideological voting among the “low information” voters.  

Most of the present research has not tried to model the potential change in 

vote arising from actual ideological shifts in the perceived stance of the 

candidates on economic and social policies. The research mentioned above briefly 

addressed the issue of how a shift in the position of the candidates on issues can 

“change the equation regarding which candidate is closest to the electorate’s net 

preferences, and in turn affect the election outcome”. However, the arguments 

about a shift in the position of the candidates deal only with logical conclusions 

from the model by Downs (1957), which assumes “policy voters who prefer the 

candidate closest to their views”. This paper seeks to take the next step by 

carrying out an empirical test of shifting the perceived position of candidates on 

economic and social issues by the voters, using data from the National Election 

Studies (NES) survey of the 2004 presidential elections. 
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3. Models 

3.1 Two-dimensional spatial voting model 

 This paper adapts the two-dimensional spatial voting model in the analysis 

of the effect of candidates shifting economic and social policy platforms. 

Although these two dimensions (i.e. economic and social issues) do not 

encompass all the existing issues that are often contested in a presidential election 

campaign, we believe it is a good start, as most issues can often be generalized 

into either category. The dimensions for this model will thus be economic issues 

and social issues.  

 The public opinion data used in the construction of this two-dimensional 

spatial voting model were taken from the NES. We picked some questions 

regarding respondents’ attitudes and their perception of voters on the candidates’ 

positions.  

 

3.2 Overview of economic and social issues indicators  

The first step in this analysis is to get an idea of where the voters placed 

themselves in the 2-dimensional economic-social issue axes. To do so, questions 

that targeted the self-placement of voters on a liberal-conservative scale are 

required. The NES data contains a huge array of questions with regards to voters’ 

perceptions on the candidates with regards to different economic and social 

issues. However, most questions do not require the voter to do a self-placement 

on the particular issue at hand. This makes it difficult to have a large pool of 

economic and social issues in order to generate an indicator that encompasses the 

numerous issues at hand. However, since the question that needs to be answered 

is whether either candidate would be able to capture a larger vote by being 

perceived differently by the voters in a possibly dynamic analytical situation 

when candidates shift their policy platforms, it is highly essential in the construct 

of the model to ensure that the NES data “asked” the right question. As such, the 

NES data was screened so that only questions that required a self-placement of 

the candidates on the issues asked were eventually used in this analysis. 
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Also, in the selection of these issues to make up the indicator, there is the 

problem of weight assignment that needs to be addressed, since one would 

generally expect that some issues mattered more than others. With regards to this 

problem, the simplest way of constructing an indicator is adopted – equal weights 

are assigned to the issues that are chosen to make up the indicators. Even if 

certain issues are more important than others in shaping the liberalism-

conservative placement of the voters, this will be more subjective than objective, 

and much more justification is needed to assign different weights than what the 

data will be able to tell us. In any case, voters who view themselves as 

conservative or liberal on certain issues tend to do the same on other similar 

issues. This means that assigning different weights will not add much value in 

terms of constructing an indicator that captures a more accurate liberal-

conservative sentiment of the respondents. Assigning equal weights will be a 

good first step in estimating the liberal-conservative positions of the voters with 

regards to the issues at hand. 

 

3.2.1 Economic issues indicator  

 In the NES data, there were three issues among the array of voters’ 

perception with regards to economic policies that required a self-placement of the 

respondents on the issues, in addition to how they view the candidates on these 

issues. The details of the economic issues, as extracted from the NES codebook, 

are provided in Appendix A. 

 The first economic issue, hereafter called E1 for systematic purposes, dealt 

with spending and services. The study required respondents to give their opinion 

on the level at which the government should provide certain services such as 

health and education. This question dealt primarily with the level of spending that 

the government should undertake in the economy.  

 The second economic issue (E2) dealt with the level of defense spending 

in the United States. The respondents were required to give their opinion with 

regards to the level at which the government should spend on defense. Although 
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one might view this as more of a security issue than that of an economic one, the 

fundamental issue at hand still dealt with the allocation of scarce resources like 

the budget. Under this consideration, it would be fair to classify this as an 

economic issue.  

 The third economic issue (E3) dealt with the role of the government in 

providing an economic environment where there is job security and a good 

standard of living. Respondents were required to give their opinion on how much 

responsibility should fall on the shoulders of the government in terms of ensuring 

that every person has a job and good standard of living.  

 

3.2.2 Social issues indicator 

 In the NES data, there were three issues among the array of voters’ 

perception with regards to social policies that required a self-placement of the 

respondents on the issues, in addition to how they view the candidates on these 

issues. The details of the social issues, as extracted from the NES codebook, are 

provided in Appendix A. 

 The first social issue (S1) dealt with aid to African Americans. 

Respondents were asked to give their opinion on whether the government should 

make every effort to improve the social and economic position of African 

Americans. This would gauge the respondent's sense of equity and the level of 

welfare that the respondent felt should be given to a certain subpopulation which 

might not be doing as well as other subpopulations in society.  

 The second social issue (S2) dealt with the role of women in business, 

industry and government sectors. This issue dealt primarily with the equality of 

women, and the level of rights that should be accorded to women in present-day 

society. Given the scenario today where society has emerged from a traditional 

position in which a woman's place should be at home, as compared to the present-

day mentality of a woman being at a workplace, this would gage the respondent's 

position on the equality of social rights as accorded to a human being, regardless 

of gender or status as perceived by society at large. Also, this issue would capture 
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the respondent's willingness to adopt new social perspectives according to the 

progress of society. 

 The third social issue (S3) dealt with the ease of buying a gun, and 

whether the government should make it more difficult or easier for people to buy 

a gun as compared to the point of time when the respondents took the survey. This 

question dealt with the respondent's take on gun ownership and availability, and 

might seem limited in terms of capturing only a narrow perspective on the liberal-

conservative position of social issues. However, this question could be used to 

gage the position of the respondent in terms of his or her balance when it comes to 

the interpretation of the law (the Second Amendment in the Constitution), as 

compared to the feasibility of application in society today. This essentially 

captured a much larger perspective with regards to individual rights in light of the 

written law, and would thus be a good indicator to the social position of the 

respondent.  

 

3.3 Measure of liberal-conservative positions  

 A measure of liberal-conservative positions is constructed according to the 

opinions of the respondents in the NES data. For most of the questions that were 

selected to make up the economic and social issues indicators, respondents gave 

their opinions on a seven-point scale. There was only one issue (S3) in which a 

five-point scale was used. Taking into consideration that these scales were purely 

arbitrary, this would not affect the scoring of an individual in terms of his or her 

liberal-conservative position. However, it is important to first determine the 

direction of the scale, and the actual positions of the liberal and conservative way 

of thinking.  

 

3.3.1 Economic issues 

 The first economic issue (E1) dealt with the level of spending and services 

by the government. The survey question required the respondent to place 

themselves in a spectrum of a scale, where the lower end denotes the government 
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providing fewer services, while the higher end denotes the government providing 

more services. Using conventional wisdom, the lower end of the spectrum agreed 

more with the conservative point of view while the higher end of the spectrum 

agreed more with the liberal point of view. 

 The second economic issue (E2) dealt with the level of defense spending 

by the government. The survey question required the respondent to place 

themselves in a spectrum of a scale, where the lower end meant that the 

government should decrease defense spending, while the higher end meant that 

the government should increase defense spending. Using conventional wisdom, 

the lower end of the spectrum agreed more with the liberal point of view while the 

higher end of the spectrum agreed more with the conservative point of view. 

 The third economic issue (E3) dealt with the role of the government in 

providing every person with a job and a good standard of living. The survey 

question required the respondent to place themselves in a spectrum of a scale, 

where the lower end meant that the government should see to jobs and standard of 

living, while the higher end meant that the government should let each person get 

ahead on his or her own. Using conventional wisdom, the lower end of the 

spectrum agreed more with the liberal point of view while the higher end of the 

spectrum agreed more with the conservative point of view. 

 

3.3.2 Social issues 

 The first social issue (S1) dealt with the level of effort that the government 

should take in improving the social and economic position of African Americans. 

The survey question required the respondent to place themselves in a spectrum of 

a scale, where the lower end meant that the government should help African 

Americans, while the higher end meant that they should help themselves. Using 

conventional wisdom, the lower end of the spectrum agreed more with the liberal 

point of view while the higher end of the spectrum agreed more with the 

conservative point of view. 
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 The second social issue (S2) dealt with women's role in society, and the 

level of rights that should be accorded to women. The survey question required 

the respondent to place themselves in a spectrum of a scale, where the lower end 

meant that women and men should have equal roles, while the higher end meant 

that a woman's place should be at home. Using conventional wisdom, the lower 

end of the spectrum agreed more with the liberal point of view while the higher 

end of the spectrum agreed more with the conservative point of view. 

 The third social issue (S3) dealt with the ease of buying a gun. The survey 

question required the respondent to place themselves in a spectrum of a scale, 

where the lower end meant that the government should make it more difficult for 

people to buy a gun than it is now, while the higher end meant that the 

government should make it easier for people to buy a gun than it is now. Using 

conventional wisdom, the lower end of the spectrum agreed more with the 

conservative point of view while the higher end of the spectrum agreed more with 

the liberal point of view. 

 

3.3.3 Aggregate economic and social score 

 The three economic and social issues as mentioned above are combined 

linearly to give an aggregate economic and social score. The direction of the 

liberal-conservative way of thinking is structured such that a higher score meant a 

more conservative stance, while a lower score meant a more liberal stance. The 

scores are then rescaled to have a mean of zero to correspond to the neutral point 

of view. Under this rescaling, a more positive score meant a more conservative 

stance, while a more negative score meant a more liberal stance. The details of 

this aggregate score and the rescaling process are provided in Appendix B. 
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4. Perceived differences between respondents and candidates on economic 

and social issues 

4.1 Mathematical intuitions of the economic and social scores 

The section above described the construction of an economic and social 

score that measured where the respondent stood on the liberal-conservative scale 

on both axes. For notation purposes, the two-dimensional ideological positions of 

the respondents as represented by the liberal-conservative score, will be termed 

xi
E and xi

S for economic and social issues respectively for each respondent i. The 

terms xB,i
E and xK,i

E will represent the respondents' perception of the candidates 

(George W. Bush and John Kerry respectively in the 2004 Presidential elections) 

on the economic issues, while xB,i
S and xK,i

S will represent the respondents' 

perception of the candidates on the social issues. 

In addition to the individual ideological positions of the respondents, there 

needs to be some form of mathematical function in which the difference between 

the perceptions of the candidates by the respondents can be captured. For 

purposes of this research, the quadratic utility function is employed to represent 

the effect of respondents having different perceptions about where candidates 

stood on the issues, as compared to where they personally stood on the issues. The 

variables ‘dist.E’ and ‘dist.S’ represent the differences of the Euclidean distances 

as obtained through the quadratic utility functions between Bush and Kerry in the 

following manner: 

  dist.Ei = (xB,i
E-xi

E)2 – (xK,i
E-xi

E)2    (1) 

   dist.Si = (xB,i
S-xi

S)2  – (xK,i
S-xi

S)2     (2)  

The physical interpretation of the variables ‘dist.E’ and ‘dist.S’ will be the relative 

utility of having Bush as president, as compared to having Kerry (assuming that 

these two dimensional analysis captures the core values upon which respondents 

base their decisions on). A larger ‘dist.E’ or ‘dist.S’ score will mean that the 

respondent agreed more with Kerry relatively as compared to Bush in terms of 

economic or social policies respectively. 
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4.2 Preliminary regression fit of vote on perceived differences 

 We began by fitting a logistic regression using vote outcome as the 

dependent variable, and perceived economic and social differences as the 

independent variables. The display from R is shown in Figure 1 below. 

 
glm(formula = vote ~ dist.E + dist.S, family = binomial(link = 
"logit")) 
            coef.est coef.se 
(Intercept)  0.21     0.08   
dist.E      -0.05     0.00   
dist.S      -0.03     0.01   
  n = 1098, k = 3 
  residual deviance = 848.7, null deviance = 1521.9 (difference = 
673.2) 

Figure 1: R output display of preliminary logistic regression 

 

 The model from the preliminary logistic regression above gives the 

following equation: Pr(vote Republican) = logit-1 (0.215 – 0.0545*dist.E – 

0.0299*dist.S) . The constant term can be interpreted when ‘dist.E’ and ‘dist.S’ 

both take on the values of 0 at the same time. This means that when the 

respondents perceive Bush and Kerry to have the exact stance as themselves on 

economic and social issues, the probability of supporting Bush is logit-1 (0.215) = 

0.554. Thus, the model estimates a 55% probability of supporting Bush if the 

respondents do not perceive any difference between the candidates, as well as 

between the candidates and themselves. This finding is consistent with the 

observation that the median voter tends to agree more with the Democrats on 

policy positions, while tending to support Republican candidates. 

The evaluation of the predictive effect of ‘dist.E’ and ‘dist.S’ as 

independent variables can be done by computing the derivative at the average 

value of ‘dist.E’ and ‘dist.S’ in the dataset. The value of the linear predictor here 

is (0.215 – 0.0545*3.893 – 0.0299*3.843) = -0.112. The slope of the vote-

economic plane at this point is around -0.013, while the slope of the vote-social 

plane at this point is around -0.007 using the informal "divide by 4" rule in 

interpreting logistic regression coefficients. This means that adding 1 to ‘dist.E’ 
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reduces the probability of voting Republican by about 1.3%, while adding 1 to 

‘dist.S’ reduces the probability of voting Republican by about 0.7%. 

 

4.3 Evaluating the preliminary model  

4.3.1 Predicting the fitted probability of voting Republican 

Using the preliminary logistic regression model above, the computed 

variables ‘dist.E’ and ‘dist.S’ from the NES data can be fed back into the model to 

generate the fitted probability of voting Republican. Figure 2 shows the actual 

proportion of Bush supporters plotted against the fitted probability of voting 

Republican that was generated from the model. 

 
Figure 2: Calibration plot. Actual proportion of Bush supporters is plotted for 
each fitted probability of voting Republican from the model. Area of the 
circle is proportional to the number of cases in the group. 

 

The fitted probability of voting for Bush in the 2004 presidential election 

was broken down into ten different categories as shown above. The number of 

cases for each category of the fitted probability corresponds to the number of 

respondents who would fall into the respective categories, using ‘dist.E’ and 
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‘dist.S’ as the predictive variables. The number of cases in each category is then 

further broken down by examining the vote outcome of the respondents in each 

category, using the original data from the NES survey. The calibration plot in 

Figure 2 summarizes the actual proportion of Bush supporters, for each category 

in the fitted probability of voting Republican. The area of the circle is 

proportional to the number of cases in each group.
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4.3.2 Graphical displays 

Figure 3 show the probability of voting Republican from the model shown 

in Figure 1, as a function of each variable ‘dist.E’ and ‘dist.S’, while holding the 

other variable constant at the mean value. Simulated fit lines, which incorporate 

the variance of the predictions, are shown in gray.  

 
Figure 3: Probability of voting Republican as a function of the relative distance of 

the voter to Bush and Kerry on economic (dist.E) and social (dist.S) issues 
 

The graphs in Figure 4 and 5 show the perception of the respondents with 

regards to their stance on economic and social policies, as well as how they 

perceive the candidates' stance on economic and social policies. The red and blue 

dots in Figure 4 represent the mean perceived positions of Bush and Kerry 

respectively. Lowess lines are added for the graphs in Figure 5 where respondents' 

perceptions of the candidates are plotted against their own perception with respect 

to each dimension.  
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Figure 4: Respondents’ views of Bush, Kerry and themselves on a scale of -9 
(extremely liberal) to +9 (extremely conservative) for economic policies and 
-8 (extremely liberal) to +8 (extremely conservative) for social policies.  

 

 
Figure 5: Respondents’ views of Bush and Kerry positions, on a scale of -9 
(extremely liberal) to +9 (extremely conservative) for economic policies and 
-8 (extremely liberal) to +8 (extremely conservative) for social policies given 
their self-perceptions, with lowess lines added to show average patterns. 
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Figure 6 shows the perception of the respondents with regards to their 

stance on economic and social policies, as well as how they perceive the 

candidates' stance on economic and social policies are separated according to the 

party identifications of the respondents. Party identifications tend to be stable 

indicators of preferences of individuals, as compared to the actual voting outcome 

in the presidential election. Again, lowess lines are added for the graphs where 

respondents' perceptions of the candidates are plotted against their own perception 

with respect to the economic and social axes. 

From the graphs presented, certain trends can be observed. It appeared that 

the Democratic respondents who see themselves as more liberal on economic 

policies tend to view Bush as more conservative on economic policies, while 

remaining relatively neutral in viewing Kerry on economic policies. Also, the 

Democratic respondents tend to view Bush as relatively neutral in social policies, 

while the more liberal respondents tend to view Kerry as more liberal on social 

policies. The Republican respondents tend to see Bush as neutral on economic 

policies and Kerry as neutral on social policies. Those who are more conservative 

on economic policies tend to view Kerry as more liberal on economic policies. 

The trends for the Independent respondents tend to be less conclusive. 
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Figure 6: Perceptions of Bush and Kerry positions, plotted versus self-

perceptions, for Democrats, Independents, and Republicans
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4.4 Linear regression of candidate perceptions on views of respondents 

The next step of the analysis will be to observe the relationship between 

the perception of candidates on economic and social policies by the respondents, 

with respect to the personal views of the respondents on these policies. A simple 

linear regression model will be used to capture this relationship. A total of twelve 

regressions are carried out here – four regressions for each party identity. The 

dependent variable in each of these linear regressions will be the economic and 

social score of each candidate, while the independent variables are the economic 

and social scores of the respondents. A sample regression is shown below in 

Figure 7: 

 
display(fit.Dem.a) 
lm(formula = econ.score.B ~ econ.score.S + soc.score.S, subset = 
(pid == 2)) 
 
             coef.est coef.se 
(Intercept)   3.49     0.15   
econ.score.S -0.37     0.05   
soc.score.S  -0.14     0.06   
  n = 547, k = 3 
residual sd = 3.01, R-Squared = 0.13 

Figure 7: R output display of sample linear regression 

 

The above regression is done for the respondents with a Democratic party 

identification. The dependent variable of the regression fit is the economic score 

of Bush (econ.score.B is a collective score of how the respondents view Bush on 

all the economic policies and is xB,i
E in the mathematical model of section 3.1 

above), while the independent variables are the views of the respondent on 

economic policies (econ.score.S is xi
E in section 3.1) and social policies 

(soc.score.S is xi
B in section 3.1). 

The other regression fits would examine the other three dependent 

variables (economic score of Kerry, social score of Bush, social score of Kerry) 

on the same independent variables, for each of the party identifications. Details of 

the other eleven regression fits are given in Appendix C. the coefficient estimates 

of the regression fits are represented as black dots in Figure 8, while the grey lines 
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are the confidence intervals of the coefficient estimates, at +/- 1 standard 

deviation. 

 
Figure 8: Coefficients (+/- 1 standard error) of linear regressions of models 
predicting perceptions of Bush and Kerry positions on economic and social 
issues, given self-perceptions on economic and social issues. Separate 
models were fit to Democrats, Independents, and Republicans. For each of 
these groups, and for each of the four outcomes (perceived Bush and Kerry 
positions on economic and social issues), the three rows of the figure plot the 
constant term in the regression, the coefficient for self-attitude on economic 
issues, and the coefficient for self-attitude on social issues. 
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The linear regression coefficients give insight to the how the views of the 

respondents influence their perceptions of the candidates on economic and social 

policies. For the coefficients of xi
E, it appears that party identification has an 

influence on the perception of candidates, while the respondents’ views on social 

policies have only a weak influence on how the respondents perceive the 

candidates on economic policies. Likewise, for the coefficients of xi
S, it appears 

that the respondents’ views on economic policies have only a weak influence on 

how the respondents perceive the candidates on social policies. The estimate of 

the regression coefficients and the standard deviations appear in Table 1. 
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Model Type Estimate s.e. 
Dem – Bush Econ Intercept 3.49 0.15 
(resid s.d.=3.01) Ei -0.37 0.05 

 Si -0.14 0.06 
Dem – Kerry Econ Intercept -1.00 0.11 

(resid s.d.=2.09) Ei 0.26 0.03 
 Si 0.05 0.04 

Dem – Bush Social Intercept 0.95 0.13 
(resid s.d.=2.64) Ei -0.24 0.04 

 Si -0.05 0.05 
Dem – Kerry Social Intercept -1.08 0.11 

(resid s.d.=2.17) Ei 0.06 0.04 
 Si 0.38 0.04 

Ind – Bush Econ Intercept 1.97 0.31 
(resid s.d.=2.86) Ei 0.07 0.11 

 Si -0.17 0.13 
Ind – Kerry Econ Intercept -0.68 0.28 
(resid s.d.=2.53) Ei -0.01 0.09 

 Si 0.22 0.12 
Ind – Bush Social Intercept 0.39 0.24 
(resid s.d.=2.18) Ei -0.09 0.08 

 Si 0.27 0.10 
Ind – Kerry Social Intercept -0.45 0.22 
(resid s.d.=2.01) Ei 0.03 0.08 

 Si 0.22 0.10 
Rep – Bush Econ Intercept 2.16 0.13 
(resid s.d.=2.27) Ei 0.27 0.03 

 Si -0.04 0.05 
Rep – Kerry Econ Intercept -1.88 0.16 
(resid s.d.=2.78) Ei -0.51 0.04 

 Si 0.14 0.06 
Rep – Bush Social Intercept 0.13 0.11 
(resid s.d.=1.94) Ei -0.03 0.03 

 Si 0.28 0.04 
Rep – Kerry Social Intercept -1.17 0.12 

(resid s.d.=2.18) Ei -0.21 0.03 
 Si 0.03 0.05 

 

Table 1: Coefficients estimates and standard errors for the regressions displayed 
in Figure 8
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4.5 Logistic regression of vote outcome on differences of Euclidean distances  

The preliminary logistic regression dealt with vote as an outcome and the 

differences of Euclidean distances for both candidates on economic and social 

policies as the two predictors, without using party identification as a predictor. 

The following logistic regressions use party identification as a categorical 

predictor in addition to the two independent variables. The displays of the fitted 

logistic regression for the respective party identifications appear in Figure 9. 

 

For respondents with a Democratic party identification: 
fit.log.Dem<-glm(vote~dist.E + dist.S, 
family=binomial(link="logit"), subset=(pid=="D")) 
display(fit.log.Dem) 
 
            coef.est coef.sd 
(Intercept)    -1.32    0.16 
dist.E    -0.05    0.01 
dist.S    -0.04    0.01 
  n = 547, k = 3 
  residual deviance = 276.2, null deviance = 382.5 (difference = 
106.4) 
 
 
For respondents with an Independent party identification: 
fit.log.Ind<-glm(vote~dist.E + dist.S, 
family=binomial(link="logit"), subset=(pid=="I")) 
display(fit.log.Ind) 
 
            coef.est coef.sd 
(Intercept)     0.38    0.25 
dist.E         -0.05    0.02 
dist.S          0.02    0.02 
  n = 86, k = 3 
residual deviance = 93.3, null deviance = 118.1 (difference = 

24.8) 
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For respondents with a Republican party identification: 
fit.log.Rep<-glm(vote~dist.E + dist.S, 
family=binomial(link="logit"), subset=(pid=="R")) 
display(fit.log.Rep) 
 
            coef.est coef.sd 
(Intercept)     2.30    0.21 
dist.E    -0.03    0.01 
dist.S         -0.02    0.01 
  n = 465, k = 3 
  residual deviance = 177.6, null deviance = 238.2 (difference = 
60.6) 

 
Figure 9: R output display for logistic regression model for the respective party 

identifications 
 

From the logistic regressions for each of the party identifications above, 

the coefficients of ‘dist.E’ and ‘dist.S’ make intuitive sense if they are negative. 

This is because by definition of the Euclidean distances, the increase of ‘dist.E’ or 

‘dist.S’ means that the respondent tends to view Bush’s position on policy to be 

further away from his or her own position, relative to Kerry’s position on policy. 

Assuming that the respondents are rational, this will mean that he or she is less 

likely to vote for Bush. Since the dependent variable in this case is the voting 

outcome of the respondent and the interpretation of the logistic regression will be 

the probability of the respondent voting for the Republican candidate, then it 

makes intuitive sense that the probability of voting for the Republican candidate 

would decrease if the respondent tends to view Bush as further away from his or 

her own policy position as compared to Kerry. Given the analysis above, the 

coefficients for all the logistic regressions above make sense, except for the 

coefficient of ‘dist.S’ for the respondents with Independent party identification. 

All of the coefficient estimates are negative, except for the above particular 

coefficient, which is slightly positive at 0.02.  

There are two possible alternatives to take from here. The first alternative 

would be to accept this “illogical” coefficient estimate, and to assume that given 

the imperfections and simplicity of the model, the slightly positive coefficient 

mentioned above might be the result of some other predictive variables, in 

addition to policy perception of the candidates and party identifications, that 
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might be lacking in the model. The other alternative would be to assume that the 

model works, and that this could potentially be due to a lack of cases where 

respondents are of Independent party identification (n=86). This would then 

further assume that respondents are rational for logical predictive purposes of the 

model. Given the small size of the coefficient estimate relative to the coefficient 

standard deviation, and the above-mentioned assumptions, the coefficient estimate 

of the Independent party identification model should then be set to 0. This would 

imply that ‘dist.S’ does not affect voting outcome for respondents with 

Independent party identification in this particular model. 

Both methods were carried out to see how the percentage of the vote 

outcome would change, given the slight modification to the coefficient estimate. 

The outcome under both possible steps was insignificant to the outcome, due to 

the relatively small sample size of the respondents with an Independent party 

identification, and the relatively small coefficient estimate compared to the other 

models for the respondents with Republican and Democratic party identifications. 

The analysis below was carried out with setting this “illogical” coefficient 

estimate to zero. The above coefficient estimate might take on greater 

significance, should there be future possible modifications and improvements to 

the model used.  
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5. Generating random perceptions of candidates and fit to model 

In the next step of the analysis, random perceptions of both candidates 

were generated with regards to their positions of economic and social policies, 

using the regression coefficients from the above models for the respective party 

identifications, and the residual standard error from each regression fit. There 

were a total of 1098 cases in the 2004 NES data for Presidential elections that 

were fit to obtain the linear and logistic regression models above. A good way to 

check for the validity of the model will be to generate random perceptions using 

the above coefficients, and then refit the data to obtain the predictive effect of the 

vote outcome. The predicted vote outcome can then be compared to the original 

vote outcome for evaluative purposes. The results of the fit to random perceptions 

of candidates using the model coefficients obtained earlier are shown in Figure 

10. The fit to random perceptions of candidates produces the result that is very 

close to the vote outcome in the original data. This shows that the model works 

well in predicting vote outcome. 
 

Original data 
sum(vote) 
[1] 541 
length(vote) 
[1] 1098 
 
PARTY ID: 547 Democrats, 86 Independents, 465 Republicans (Total 
= 1098) 
For Dem, Ind, Rep respectively: 
Total votes for Republican candidate = 61 + 48 + 432 = 541 
% of votes for Rep = 541/1098 = 49.3% 
 

Average of 100 simulations 
 
PARTY ID: 547 Democrats, 86 Independents, 465 Republicans (Total 
= 1098) 
For Dem, Ind, Rep: 
Total votes for Rep = 56.1 + 47.3 + 438.0 = 543 
% of votes for Rep = 541.4/1098 = 49.3% 

 
Figure 10: Comparison of original data and random fit to data, where the 
average vote outcome of 100 model simulations was compared to the vote 
outcome from the original data to check for effectiveness of model in 
predicting vote outcome.
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6. Simulating perceived policy shifts of candidates 

 Given that the model works well in predicting vote outcome from the 

earlier section, the next step of the analysis would be to carry out a shift in the 

perception of the presidential candidates with regards to how the respondents 

view them in both economic and social policies. Such a shift in perceptions can be 

modeled through a delta change in the perceived economic and social scores of 

the presidential candidates. This can be done by modifying the original model in 

from the previous sections, and incorporating an additional variable to reflect this 

shift in policy perception. 

This involves a ceteris paribus assumption that every other variable in the 

model is held constant, i.e. the respondents do not change their party 

identification or policy preferences given the shift in perceptions. There is also the 

natural assumption that there is no endogeneity present between the variables in 

the model. In real-life, this shift in economic and social policies by candidates can 

be achieved through the mass media if the candidates want to appear more liberal 

and conservative in the conveyance of their policy stance to the public. The 

following sections discuss the change in vote outcomes given shifts in either 

economic or social policies by each candidate, followed by a simultaneous shift in 

both economic and social policies by each candidate. The details of the code 

appear in Appendix C. 
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6.1 Allowing single shifts in perception of candidates on policies 

 The graphs in Figure 11 show the change in vote outcome for Bush as a 

result of shift in either economic or social policy perceptions by the respondents.  
 

 
Figure 11: Vote for Bush given single shifts in candidate’s position. The 
baseline (x=0) on all graphs is the raw survey results which was 49.3% for 
Kerry. Kerry would do best by shifting a bit to the right both economically and 
socially; Bush would optimally shift a lot to the left on economic issues and 
slightly to the left on social issues. 
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A positive shift in the graphs above correspond to the candidates 

appearing more conservative, while a negative shift correspond to the candidates 

appearing more liberal. The graphs in figure 10 show that if Kerry could make 

single shifts in his economic policy position and social policy position, he would 

be able to capture the largest vote by shifting approximately +1 on a scale of -9 to 

+9 for the former, and approximately +0.5 on a scale of -8 to +8 for the latter.  As 

for Bush, he would be able to capture the largest vote by shifting approximately -

2.5 on a scale of -9 to +9 on his economic policy position, and approximately -1 

on a scale of -8 to +8 on his social policy position. These results would hold 

assuming ceteris paribus, i.e. there are no other changes in the respondents’ policy 

preferences, and that the other candidate remains at his current policy positions. 
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6.2 Allowing simultaneous shifts in perception of candidates on policies 

The graphs in Figure 12 show the change in vote outcome for Bush as a 

result of simultaneous shifts in either economic or social policy perceptions by the 

respondents. 

 

 
Figure 12: Vote for Bush given a shift in Kerry’s or Bush’s position in both 

economic and social dimensions 
 

 The graphs in Figure 12 above show that if the candidates could actually 

make a simultaneous shift in both their economic and social positions, it would be 

optimal for Kerry to make an approximate shift of +1.5 on his economic position, 

and +1 on his social position, assuming that Bush maintains his current position. 

As for Bush, it would be optimal for him to make an approximate shift of -3 on 

his economic position, and -2 on his social position.
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7. Practical concerns and limitations 

7.1 Refinement of the model 

One of the constraints of the model is the simplicity of the construct in 

predicting vote outcome or respondents. The assumption is that respondents 

consider only the relative perceived positions of the candidates on economic and 

social policies as compared to their own positions on economic and social 

policies, and then ascribing a utility function that is proportional to the difference 

between the Euclidean distances of the candidates and themselves. The model 

also incorporated party identification as a categorical predictive variable, so that 

the model will reflect variation between the candidates with different party 

identifications. The strength of such simplicity is that it allows the model to focus 

on policy preferences of the respondents, and to answer the basic question of 

whether it makes sense for either candidate to shift his economic and social 

position in order to capture a larger percentage of the vote. The weakness of such 

simplicity is that there might be other realistic aspects which the respondents take 

into account when deciding who to vote for, and that these aspects interact 

significantly with policy preferences of the respondents, which the present model 

is not able to capture.  

The next step of the analysis would be to apply this model to the NES data 

from previous election years, and to examine how closely the results would 

resemble the conclusions from the analysis above. The robustness of the model 

would depend on how well the model fits the data from the presidential elections 

in the previous years, as well as the predictive outcome of the optimal shifts for 

the candidates in their perceived policy positions. 

 

7.2 Causation versus association and its implications 

There is also the usual concern of distinguishing between interpreting the 

above model as an empirical association or causal relation among the respective 

variables. Given the assumption that there is a causal relation in the above model, 

one would then have to be careful about the bias produced by omitting predictive 
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variables that could be a cause of vote outcome, or possibly correlated with policy 

preferences or party identification in the model. As such, the model can be further 

refined by including additional predictive variables, such as education. This 

would act as a proxy toward capturing how much information the voters actually 

have, with regards to the policy positions of the candidates. This refinement 

would build on the results of current literature, which shows that information does 

have a role to play in the relationship between ideology and vote choice (Erikson, 

2005). Other predictive variables can also be included as a refinement to the 

current model, if there is a reason for believing that there is some interactive 

effect between the variable and the policy position of the respondents, as well as 

how they would perceive the policy positions of the candidates. 

 

7.3 Other considerations 

There is the concern that the vote outcome of respondents is influenced by 

non-policy considerations, such as the personal characteristics of the candidates. 

There is plenty of literature on this issue, and the general conclusion from the 

literature is that voters are not usually presented with sufficient information 

during the election campaign to make realistic judgments about the character of 

the candidates until they are actually elected (Erikson, 2005).   

 The extent and effectiveness to which the candidates can actually signal 

the ideological positions to the respondents or the public in general would also 

have to be taken into consideration. The scope of this study might transcend that 

of political science, and into the fields of psychology. The actual effect of the 

signaling can be incorporated into the model should sufficient studies be 

performed. 
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Appendix A 
 
The following questions, as extracted from the NES, were used in the construction 
of the economic and social issues indicator: 
 
E1: Self-placement of respondent/voter 
 
=================================================================
V043136 N1a. Spending and Services - 7-point scale self-placement 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
Where would you place YOURSELF on this scale, or haven't 
you thought much about this? 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
01. Govt should provide many fewer services 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. Govt should provide many more services 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
80. Haven't thought much about this 
88. Don't know 
89. Refused 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 50 
2 71 
3 124 
4 284 
5 243 
6 145 
7 143 
80 149 
88 3
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E1: Respondent/voter on Bush 
 
================================================================= 
V043138 N1b. Spending and Services Placement: GW Bush 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
(Still looking at page 6 of the booklet) 
Where would you place GEORGE W. BUSH on this issue? 
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: 
------------------------ 
{DO NOT PROBE DK} 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
1. Govt should provide many fewer services 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Govt should provide many more services 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
8. Don't know 
9. Refused 
NOTES: 
------ 
Respondents were assigned to be administered N1b and N1c 
spending-services placements in random order. 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 153 
2 201 
3 252 
4 240 
5 149 
6 87 
7 49 
8 79 
9 2 
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E1: Respondent/voter on Kerry 
 
================================================================= 
V043139 N1c. Spending and Services Placement: Kerry 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
(Still looking at page 6 of the booklet) 
Where would you place JOHN KERRY (on this issue)? 
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: 
------------------------ 
{DO NOT PROBE DK} 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
1. Govt should provide many fewer services 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Govt should provide many more services 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
8. Don't know 
9. Refused 
NOTES: 
------ 
Respondents were assigned to be administered N1b and N1c 
spending-services placements in random order. 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 29 
2 41 
3 88 
4 183 
5 273 
6 277 
7 170 
8 149 
9 2
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E2: Self-placement of respondent/voter 
 
================================================================= 
V043142 N2a. Defense spending - 7-point scale self-placement 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
Where would you place YOURSELF on this scale, or haven't 
you thought much about this? 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
01. Govt should decrease defense spending 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. Govt should increase defense spending 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
80. Haven't thought much about this 
88. Don't know 
89. Refused 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 43 
2 58 
3 102 
4 287 
5 300 
6 158 
7 113 
80 146 
88 5 
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E2: Respondent/voter on Bush 
 
================================================================= 
V043144 N2b. Defense spending scale: GW Bush placement 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
(Still looking at Page 7) 
Where would you place GEORGE W. BUSH on this issue? 
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: 
------------------------ 
{DO NOT PROBE DK} 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
1. Govt should decrease defense spending 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Govt should increase defense spending 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
8. Don't know 
9. Refused 
NOTES: 
------ 
Respondents were assigned to be administered N2b and N2c 
defense spending placements in random order. 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 21 
2 16 
3 31 
4 86 
5 219 
6 430 
7 359 
8 49 
9 1
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E2: Respondent/voter on Kerry 
 
================================================================= 
V043145 N2c. Defense spending scale: Kerry placement 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
(Still looking at Page 7) 
Where would you place JOHN KERRY (on this issue)? 
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: 
------------------------ 
{DO NOT PROBE DK} 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
1. Govt should decrease defense spending 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Govt should increase defense spending 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
8. Don't know 
9. Refused 
NOTES: 
------ 
Respondents were assigned to be administered N2b and N2c 
defense spending placements in random order. 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 88 
2 171 
3 252 
4 287 
5 183 
6 70 
7 42 
8 118 
9 1
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E3: Self-placement of respondent/voter 
 
================================================================= 
V043152 N5a. Job and Good Standard of Living -scale self-
placement 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
Where would you place YOURSELF on this scale, or haven't 
you thought much about this? 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
01. Govt should see to jobs and standard of living 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. Govt should let each person get ahead on own 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
80. Haven't thought much about this 
88. Don't know 
89. Refused 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 135 
2 92 
3 144 
4 225 
5 189 
6 179 
7 139 
80 105 
88 4
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E3: Respondent/voter on Bush 
 
================================================================= 
V043154 N5b. Job and Good Standard of Living - GW Bush placement 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
(Still looking at Page 9) 
Where would you place GEORGE W. BUSH on this issue? 
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: 
------------------------ 
{DO NOT PROBE DK} 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
1. Govt should see to jobs and standard of living 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Govt should let each person get ahead on own 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
8. Don't know 
9. Refused 
NOTES: 
------ 
Respondents were assigned to be administered N5b and N5c 
guaranteed jobs-standard of living placements in random 
order. 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 38 
2 38 
3 60 
4 176 
5 255 
6 293 
7 245 
8 106 
9 1
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E3: Respondent/voter on Kerry 
 
================================================================= 
V043155 N5c. Job and Good Standard of Living - Kerry placement 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
(Still looking at Page 9) 
Where would you place JOHN KERRY (on this issue)? 
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: 
------------------------ 
{DO NOT PROBE DK} 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
1. Govt should see to jobs and standard of living 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Govt should let each person get ahead on own 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
8. Don't know 
9. Refused 
NOTES: 
------ 
Respondents were assigned to be administered N5b and N5c 
guaranteed jobs-standard of living placements in random 
order. 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 118 
2 216 
3 298 
4 239 
5 83 
6 46 
7 28 
8 183 
9 1
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S1: Self-placement of respondent/voter 
 
================================================================= 
V043158 N6a. Government assistance to blacks-7 point scale self-
pl 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
Where would you place YOURSELF on this scale, or haven't 
you thought much about this? 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
01. Govt should help blacks 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. Blacks should help themselves 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
80. Haven't thought much about this 
88. Don't know 
89. Refused 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 95 
2 63 
3 97 
4 275 
5 175 
6 191 
7 177 
80 111 
88 11 
89 17
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S1: Respondent/voter on Bush 
 
================================================================= 
V043160 N6b. Aid to blacks Placement: GW Bush 
=================================================================
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
(Still looking at page 10 of the booklet) 
Where would you place GEORGE W. BUSH on this issue? 
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: 
------------------------ 
{DO NOT PROBE DK} 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
1. Govt should help blacks 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Blacks should help themselves 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
8. Don't know 
9. Refused 
NOTES: 
------ 
Respondents were assigned to be administered N6b and N6c aid 
to blacks placements in random order. 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 23 
2 34 
3 73 
4 257 
5 222 
6 232 
7 160 
8 200 
9 11
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S1: Respondent/voter on Kerry 
 
================================================================= 
V043161 N6c. Aid to blacks Placement: Kerry 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
(Still looking at page 10 of the booklet) 
Where would you place JOHN KERRY (on this issue)? 
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: 
------------------------ 
{DO NOT PROBE DK} 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
1. Govt should help blacks 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Blacks should help themselves 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
8. Don't know 
9. Refused 
NOTES: 
------ 
Respondents were assigned to be administered N6b and N6c aid 
to blacks placements in random order. 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 99 
2 158 
3 261 
4 277 
5 79 
6 37 
7 29 
8 261 
9 11
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S2: Self-placement of respondent/voter 
 
================================================================= 
V043196 P6a. Women's role - 7-point scale self-placement 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
Where would you place YOURSELF on this scale, or haven't 
you thought much about this? 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
01. Women and men should have equal roles 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. A woman's place is in the home 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
80. Haven't thought much about this 
88. Don't know 
89. Refused 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 712 
2 168 
3 87 
4 108 
5 39 
6 18 
7 25 
80 49 
88 6
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S2: Respondent/voter on Bush 
 
================================================================= 
V043198 P6b. Women's role - GW Bush placement 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
(Still looking at page 12) 
Where would you place GEORGE W. BUSH (on this issue)? 
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: 
------------------------ 
{DO NOT PROBE DK} 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
1. Women and men should have equal roles 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. A woman's place is in the home 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
8. Don't know 
9. Refused 
NOTES: 
------ 
Respondents were assigned to be administered P6b and P6c 
women's role placements in random order. 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 176 
2 159 
3 167 
4 227 
5 168 
6 107 
7 51 
8 156 
9 1
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S2: Respondent/voter on Kerry 
 
=================================================================
V043199 P6c. Women's role - Kerry placement 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
(Still looking at page 12) 
Where would you place JOHN KERRY (on this issue)? 
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: 
------------------------ 
{DO NOT PROBE DK} 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
1. Women and men should have equal roles 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. A woman's place is in the home 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
8. Don't know 
9. Refused 
NOTES: 
------ 
Respondents were assigned to be administered P6b and P6c 
women's role placements in random order. 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
1 298 
2 227 
3 169 
4 201 
5 57 
6 21 
7 13 
8 225 
9 1
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S3: Self-placement of respondent/voter 
 
================================================================= 
V043189 P5a1. How much easier/harder to buy gun - self-placement 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
IF R SAYS GOVT SHOULD MAKE IT MORE DIFFICULT TO BUY A GUN / 
IF R SAYS GOVT SHOULD MAKE IT EASIER TO BUY A GUN: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
A LOT [more difficult/easier] or SOMEWHAT [more 
difficult/easier]? 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
1. A lot more difficult 
2. Somewhat more difficult 
3. About the same (5 in P5a) 
4. Somewhat easier 
5. A lot easier 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
8. Don't know 
9. Refused 
INAP. 8,9 in P5a 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
. 10 
1 532 
2 172 
3 458 
4 23 
5 17
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S3: Respondent/voter on Bush 
 
=================================================================
V043192 P5b1. How much easier or harder to buy gun - GW Bush 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
IF R SAYS GEORGE W. BUSH THINKS SHOULD BE MORE DIFFICULT TO BUY A 
GUN / 
IF R SAYS GEORGE W. BUSH THINKS SHOULD BE EASIER TO BUY A GUN: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
A LOT [more difficult/easier] or SOMEWHAT [more 
difficult/easier]? 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
1. A lot more difficult 
2. Somewhat more difficult 
3. About the same (5 in P5b) 
4. Somewhat easier 
5. A lot easier 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
8. Don't know 
9. Refused 
INAP. 8,9 in P5b 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
. 162 
1 186 
2 196 
3 538 
4 63 
5 61 
8 6
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S3: Respondent/voter on Kerry 
 
================================================================= 
V043194 P5c1. How much easier or harder to buy gun - Kerry 
================================================================= 
PRE-ELECTION SURVEY: 
IF R SAYS JOHN KERRY THINKS SHOULD BE MORE DIFFICULT TO BUY A GUN 
/ 
IF R SAYS JOHN KERRY THINKS SHOULD BE EASIER TO BUY A GUN: 
QUESTION: 
--------- 
A LOT [more difficult/easier] or SOMEWHAT [more 
difficult/easier]? 
VALID CODES: 
------------ 
1. A lot more difficult 
2. Somewhat more difficult 
3. About the same (5 in P5c) 
4. Somewhat easier 
5. A lot easier 
MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
8. Don't know 
9. Refused 
INAP. 8,9 in P5c 
TYPE: 
----- 
Numeric Dec 0 
. 163 
1 152 
2 199 
3 536 
4 94 
5 64 
8 4
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Appendix B 
 
Constructing an economic and social score: 
 
E1: Spending and services placement 
1 – Fewer services (conservative)  
7 – More services (liberal) 
 
E2: Defense spending 
1 – Decrease spending (liberal) 
7 – Increase spending (conservative) 
 
E3: Job and good standard of living 
1 – Government should see to jobs and standard of living (liberal) 
7 – Government should let each person get ahead on own (conservative) 
 
PROPOSED ECONOMIC SCORE: 
If no weighting is carried out, then a simple way would be E2 + E3 – E1 
 
Most conservative score: 7 + 7 – 1 = 13  
rescaling: 3 + 3 – (-3) = 9 
Most liberal score: 1 + 1 – 7 = -5 
rescaling: (-3) + (-3) – (3) = -9 
 
 
S1: Aid to African Americans 
1 – Government should help African Americans (liberal) 
7 – African Americans should help themselves (conservative) 
 
S2: Women’s role 
1 – Women and men should have equal roles (liberal) 
7 – A woman’s place is in the home (conservative) 
 
S3: How much easier or harder to buy gun 
1 – a lot more difficult (conservative) 
5 – a lot easier (liberal) 
 
 
PROPOSED SOCIAL SCORE: 
If no weighting is carried out, then a simple way would be S1 + S2 – S3 
 
Most conservative score: 7 + 7 – 1 = 13  
rescaling: 3 + 3 – (-2) = 8 
Most liberal score: 1 + 1 – 5 = -3 
rescaling: (-3) + (-3) – (2) = -8 
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Appendix C 
 
#Link: http://www.stat.columbia.edu/~gelman/bugsR/regression.R 
#Run library(MASS) and regression.R from above link before proceeding with 

code 
 
#R code used in the construction of variables, indicators, and data clean-up: 
 
#placement.csv created with the necessary variables extracted 
from nes04.dat  
data<-read.csv("f:\placement.csv") 
attach(data) 
 
#neutralizing "don’t know" and "refused" answers and then 
rescaling it 
E1.Bush<-ifelse(E1.Bush>7, 4, E1.Bush) 
E1.Bush<-ifelse(E1.Bush<=7, E1.Bush-4, NA) 
E1.Kerry<-ifelse(E1.Kerry>7, 4, E1.Kerry) 
E1.Kerry<-ifelse(E1.Kerry<=7, E1.Kerry-4, NA) 
E1.Self<-ifelse(E1.Self>7, 4, E1.Self) 
E1.Self<-ifelse(E1.Self<=7, E1.Self-4, NA) 
 
E2.Bush<-ifelse(E2.Bush>7, 4, E2.Bush) 
E2.Bush<-ifelse(E2.Bush<=7, E2.Bush-4, NA) 
E2.Kerry<-ifelse(E2.Kerry>7, 4, E2.Kerry) 
E2.Kerry<-ifelse(E2.Kerry<=7, E2.Kerry-4, NA) 
E2.Self<-ifelse(E2.Self>7, 4, E2.Self) 
E2.Self<-ifelse(E2.Self<=7, E2.Self-4, NA) 
 
E3.Bush<-ifelse(E3.Bush>7, 4, E3.Bush) 
E3.Bush<-ifelse(E3.Bush<=7, E3.Bush-4, NA) 
E3.Kerry<-ifelse(E3.Kerry>7, 4, E3.Kerry) 
E3.Kerry<-ifelse(E3.Kerry<=7, E3.Kerry-4, NA) 
E3.Self<-ifelse(E3.Self>7, 4, E3.Self) 
E3.Self<-ifelse(E3.Self<=7, E3.Self-4, NA) 
 
S1.Bush<-ifelse(S1.Bush>7, 4, S1.Bush) 
S1.Bush<-ifelse(S1.Bush<=7, S1.Bush-4, NA) 
S1.Kerry<-ifelse(S1.Kerry>7, 4, S1.Kerry) 
S1.Kerry<-ifelse(S1.Kerry<=7, S1.Kerry-4, NA) 
S1.Self<-ifelse(S1.Self>7, 4, S1.Self) 
S1.Self<-ifelse(S1.Self<=7, S1.Self-4, NA) 
 
S2.Bush<-ifelse(S2.Bush>7, 4, S2.Bush) 
S2.Bush<-ifelse(S2.Bush<=7, S2.Bush-4, NA) 
S2.Kerry<-ifelse(S2.Kerry>7, 4, S2.Kerry) 
S2.Kerry<-ifelse(S2.Kerry<=7, S2.Kerry-4, NA) 
S2.Self<-ifelse(S2.Self>7, 4, S2.Self) 
S2.Self<-ifelse(S2.Self<=7, S2.Self-4, NA) 
 
S3.Bush<-ifelse(S3.Bush>5, 3, S3.Bush) 
S3.Bush<-ifelse(S3.Bush<=5, S3.Bush-3, NA) 
S3.Kerry<-ifelse(S3.Kerry>5, 3, S3.Kerry) 
S3.Kerry<-ifelse(S3.Kerry<=5, S3.Kerry-3, NA) 
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S3.Self<-ifelse(S3.Self>5, 3, S3.Self) 
S3.Self<-ifelse(S3.Self<=5, S3.Self-3, NA) 
 
#rescaling vote outcome so that 0 represents Dem, 1 represents 
Rep, else NA 
clean.vote<-ifelse(vote<=2, vote-1, NA) 
 
#party ID of 1 (Rep), 2 (Dem), and 3 (Ind). Others classified 
under Ind. 
force.id<-ifelse(force.id==5, 2, force.id) #change Dem to match 
partyid 
force.id<-ifelse(force.id>5, 3, force.id) #change apathetic to 
match indep 
pid<-ifelse(partyid<3, partyid, force.id) 
 
 
#clean up NA values 
ok<-!is.na(E1.Bush + E2.Bush + E3.Bush + E1.Kerry + E2.Kerry + 
E3.Kerry + E1.Self + E2.Self + E3.Self + S1.Bush + S2.Bush + 
S3.Bush + S1.Kerry + S2.Kerry + S3.Kerry + S1.Self + S2.Self + 
S3.Self + clean.vote + pid) 
 
#renaming variables and removing cases with missing data 
E1.B<-E1.Bush[ok] 
E2.B<-E2.Bush[ok] 
E3.B<-E3.Bush[ok] 
E1.K<-E1.Kerry[ok] 
E2.K<-E2.Kerry[ok] 
E3.K<-E3.Kerry[ok] 
E1.S<-E1.Self[ok] 
E2.S<-E2.Self[ok] 
E3.S<-E3.Self[ok] 
S1.B<-S1.Bush[ok] 
S2.B<-S2.Bush[ok] 
S3.B<-S3.Bush[ok] 
S1.K<-S1.Kerry[ok] 
S2.K<-S2.Kerry[ok] 
S3.K<-S3.Kerry[ok] 
S1.S<-S1.Self[ok] 
S2.S<-S2.Self[ok] 
S3.S<-S3.Self[ok] 
vote<-clean.vote[ok] 
pid<-pid[ok] 
 
#renaming PID  
pid<-ifelse(pid==1, "R", pid) 
pid<-ifelse(pid==2, "D", pid) 
pid<-ifelse(pid==3, "I", pid) 
 
#generating average economic and social score for respondents and 
perceptions 
econ.score.B <- E2.B + E3.B – E1.B 
econ.score.K <- E2.K + E3.K – E1.K 
econ.score.S <- E2.S + E3.S – E1.S 
soc.score.B <- S1.B + S2.B – S3.B 
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soc.score.K <- S1.K + S2.K – S3.K 
soc.score.S <- S1.S + S2.S – S3.S 
 
#generating Euclidean distance using quadratic utility function 
dist.E<-(econ.score.B-econ.score.S)^2 - (econ.score.K-
econ.score.S)^2 
dist.S<-(soc.score.B-soc.score.S)^2 - (soc.score.K-soc.score.S)^2 
 
#Obtaining means of dist.E and dist.S 
mean.dist.E<-mean(dist.E) 
mean.dist.S<-mean(dist.S) 
 
 
#Preliminary logistic regression fit 
 
prelim.fit<-glm(vote~dist.E + dist.S, 
family=binomial(link="logit")) 
summary(prelim.fit) 
 
#feeding dist.E and dist.S data back into model and obtaining 
probabilities 
model<-invlogit(0.215 - 0.0545*dist.E - 0.0299*dist.S) 
t<-table(cut(model, br=c(0,0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 
0.8, 0.9, 1))) 
 
#Obtaining actual proportions of Bush supporters 
>7/249 
[1] 0.02811245 
> 8/65 
[1] 0.1230769 
> 15/49 
[1] 0.3061224 
> 12/57 
[1] 0.2105263 
> 22/62 
[1] 0.3548387 
> 112/204 
[1] 0.5490196 
> 60/85 
[1] 0.7058824 
> 51/60 
[1] 0.85 
> 52/58 
[1] 0.8965517 
> 202/209 
[1] 0.9665072 
 
t.axis<-seq(0.05, 0.95, 0.1) 
actual.prop<-c(0.028, 0.123, 0.306, 0.211, 0.355, 0.549, 0.706, 
0.85, 0.897, 0.967) 
plot(t.axis, actual.prop, cex=t/50, type="p", xlim=c(0,1), 
xlab="Fitted prob. of voting Rep from model", ylab="Actual 
proportion of Bush supporters", main="Calibration Plot") 
abline(0,1,lty=2)
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#Plotting probability of voting Republican as functions of dist.E and dist.S 
 
#jittering points before plotting 
n<-length(econ.score.B) 
jitter<-0.15 
econ.score.B.jitter<-econ.score.B+runif(n, -jitter, +jitter) 
econ.score.K.jitter<-econ.score.K+runif(n, -jitter, +jitter) 
econ.score.S.jitter<-econ.score.S+runif(n, -jitter, +jitter) 
soc.score.B.jitter<-soc.score.B+runif(n, -jitter, +jitter) 
soc.score.K.jitter<-soc.score.K+runif(n, -jitter, +jitter) 
soc.score.S.jitter<-soc.score.S+runif(n, -jitter, +jitter) 
 
#obtaining means of the scores for graphical purposes 
mean.econ.score.B<-mean(econ.score.B) 
mean.soc.score.B<-mean(soc.score.B) 
mean.econ.score.K<-mean(econ.score.K) 
mean.soc.score.K<-mean(soc.score.K) 
 
#plotting Pr(vote Rep) as function of dist.E, holding dist.S 
constant 
par(mfrow=c(1,2), mar=c(20,3,3,2)) 
plot(dist.E, vote, pch=20, cex=0.5) 
curve(invlogit(prelim.fit$coef[1] + prelim.fit$coef[2]*x + 
prelim.fit$coef[3]*mean.dist.S),add=T) 
sim.1<-sim(prelim.fit) 
for (j in 1:10){ 
curve(invlogit(sim.1$beta[j,1] +sim.1$beta[j,2]*x 
+sim.1$beta[j,3]*mean.dist.S),lwd=.5,col="gray", add=T)} 
 
#plotting Pr(vote Rep) as function of dist.S, holding dist.E 
constant 
plot(dist.S, vote, pch=20, cex=0.5) 
curve(invlogit(prelim.fit$coef[1] + 
prelim.fit$coef[2]*mean.dist.E + prelim.fit$coef[3]*x),add=T) 
for (j in 1:10){ 
curve(invlogit(sim.1$beta[j,1] +sim.1$beta[j,2]*mean.dist.E 
+sim.1$beta[j,3]*x),lwd=.5,col="gray", add=T)} 
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#Plotting perception scores 
 
par(mfrow=c(1,3), mar=c(40,4,4,2)) 

 
plot(range(-9:9), range(-8:8), xlab = "Bush on economic 
policies", ylab = " Bush on social policies", axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
axis(2, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
box() 
points(econ.score.B.jitter, soc.score.B.jitter, pch=20, cex=0.5) 
 
plot(range(-9:9), range(-8:8), xlab = "Kerry on economic 
policies", ylab = " Kerry on social policies", axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
axis(2, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
box() 
points(econ.score.K.jitter, soc.score.K.jitter, pch=20, cex=0.5) 
 
plot(range(-9:9), range(-8:8), xlab = " Self on economic 
policies", ylab = " Self on social policies", axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
axis(2, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
box() 
points(econ.score.S.jitter, soc.score.S.jitter, pch=20, cex=0.5)  
 
#putting the perceptions of candidates onto the self plot 
points(mean.econ.score.B, mean.soc.score.B, pch=23, col="red", 
bg="red") 
points(mean.econ.score.K, mean.soc.score.K, pch=22, col="blue", 
bg="blue") 
 
 
 
par(mfrow=c(2,2), mar=c(5,4,4,3)) 
 
plot(range(-9:9), range(-9:9), xlab = " Self on economic 
policies", ylab = " Bush on economic policies", main=paste("All 
voters on Economy"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
axis(2, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
box() 
points(econ.score.S.jitter, econ.score.B.jitter, pch=20, cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(econ.score.S.jitter,econ.score.B.jitter,f=0.2),lwd=2
) 
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plot(range(-9:9), range(-9:9), xlab = " Self on economic 
policies", ylab = " Kerry on economic policies", main=paste("All 
voters on Economy"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
axis(2, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
box() 
points(econ.score.S.jitter, econ.score.K.jitter, pch=20, cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(econ.score.S.jitter, 
econ.score.K.jitter,f=0.2),lwd=2) 
 
plot(range(-8:8), range(-8:8), xlab = "Self on social policies", 
ylab = " Bush on social policies", main=paste("All voters on 
Social"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
axis(2, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
box() 
points(soc.score.S.jitter, soc.score.B.jitter, pch=20, cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(soc.score.S.jitter, soc.score.B.jitter,f=0.2),lwd=2) 
 
plot(range(-8:8), range(-8:8), xlab = "Self on social policies", 
ylab = " Kerry on social policies", main=paste("All voters on 
Social"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
axis(2, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
box() 
points(soc.score.S.jitter, soc.score.K.jitter, pch=20, cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(soc.score.S.jitter, soc.score.K.jitter,f=0.2),lwd=2) 
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#Categorizing economic and social scores into different PIDs 
 
econ.score.S.jitter.Dem<-econ.score.S.jitter[subset=(pid=="D")] 
econ.score.B.jitter.Dem<-econ.score.B.jitter[subset=(pid=="D")] 
econ.score.K.jitter.Dem<-econ.score.K.jitter[subset=(pid=="D")] 
 
econ.score.S.jitter.Rep<-econ.score.S.jitter[subset=(pid=="R")] 
econ.score.B.jitter.Rep<-econ.score.B.jitter[subset=(pid=="R")] 
econ.score.K.jitter.Rep<-econ.score.K.jitter[subset=(pid=="R")] 
 
econ.score.S.jitter.Ind<-econ.score.S.jitter[subset=(pid=="I")] 
econ.score.B.jitter.Ind<-econ.score.B.jitter[subset=(pid=="I")] 
econ.score.K.jitter.Ind<-econ.score.K.jitter[subset=(pid=="I")] 
 
soc.score.S.jitter.Dem<- soc.score.S.jitter[subset=(pid=="D")] 
soc.score.B.jitter.Dem<- soc.score.B.jitter[subset=(pid=="D")] 
soc.score.K.jitter.Dem<- soc.score.K.jitter[subset=(pid=="D")] 
 
soc.score.S.jitter.Rep<- soc.score.S.jitter[subset=(pid=="R")] 
soc.score.B.jitter.Rep<- soc.score.B.jitter[subset=(pid=="R")] 
soc.score.K.jitter.Rep<- soc.score.K.jitter[subset=(pid=="R")] 
 
soc.score.S.jitter.Ind<- soc.score.S.jitter[subset=(pid=="I")] 
soc.score.B.jitter.Ind<- soc.score.B.jitter[subset=(pid=="I")] 
soc.score.K.jitter.Ind<- soc.score.K.jitter[subset=(pid=="I")] 
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#Plotting perception of candidates on self according to PIDs 
 
par(mfrow=c(3,4), mar=c(5,4,5,2) , mgp=c(2,0.5,0)) 
plot(range(-9:9), range(-9:9), xlab = "Self on economic 
policies", ylab = " Bush on economic policies", main=paste("Dem 
PID on Economy"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
axis(2, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
box() 
points(econ.score.S.jitter.Dem, econ.score.B.jitter.Dem, pch=20, 
cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(econ.score.S.jitter.Dem, econ.score.B.jitter.Dem, 
f=0.2),lwd=2) 
 
plot(range(-9:9), range(-9:9), xlab = "Self on economic 
policies", ylab = " Kerry on economic policies", main=paste("Dem 
PID on Economy"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
axis(2, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
box() 
points(econ.score.S.jitter.Dem, econ.score.K.jitter.Dem, pch=20, 
cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(econ.score.S.jitter.Dem, econ.score.K.jitter.Dem, 
f=0.2),lwd=2) 
 
plot(range(-8:8), range(-8:8), xlab = "Self on Social policies", 
ylab = " Bush on Social policies", main=paste("Dem PID on 
Social"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
axis(2, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
box() 
points(soc.score.S.jitter.Dem, soc.score.B.jitter.Dem, pch=20, 
cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(soc.score.S.jitter.Dem, soc.score.B.jitter.Dem, 
f=0.2),lwd=2) 
 
 
plot(range(-8:8), range(-8:8), xlab = "Self on Social policies", 
ylab = " Kerry on Social policies", main=paste("Dem PID on 
Social"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
axis(2, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
box() 
points(soc.score.S.jitter.Dem, soc.score.K.jitter.Dem, pch=20, 
cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(soc.score.S.jitter.Dem, soc.score.K.jitter.Dem, 
f=0.2),lwd=2) 
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plot(range(-9:9), range(-9:9), xlab = "Self on economic 
policies", ylab = " Bush on economic policies", main=paste("Ind 
PID on Economy"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
axis(2, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
box() 
points(econ.score.S.jitter.Ind, econ.score.B.jitter.Ind, pch=20, 
cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(econ.score.S.jitter.Ind, econ.score.B.jitter.Ind, 
f=0.2),lwd=2) 
 
plot(range(-9:9), range(-9:9), xlab = "Self on economic 
policies", ylab = " Kerry on economic policies", main=paste("Ind 
PID on Economy"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
axis(2, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
box() 
points(econ.score.S.jitter.Ind, econ.score.K.jitter.Ind, pch=20, 
cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(econ.score.S.jitter.Ind, econ.score.K.jitter.Ind, 
f=0.2),lwd=2) 
 
plot(range(-8:8), range(-8:8), xlab = "Self on Social policies", 
ylab = " Bush on Social policies", main=paste("Ind PID on 
Social"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
axis(2, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
box() 
points(soc.score.S.jitter.Ind, soc.score.B.jitter.Ind, pch=20, 
cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(soc.score.S.jitter.Ind, soc.score.B.jitter.Ind, 
f=0.2),lwd=2) 
 
plot(range(-8:8), range(-8:8), xlab = "Self on Social policies", 
ylab = " Kerry on Social policies", main=paste("Ind PID on 
Social"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
axis(2, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
box() 
points(soc.score.S.jitter.Ind, soc.score.K.jitter.Ind, pch=20, 
cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(soc.score.S.jitter.Ind, soc.score.K.jitter.Ind, 
f=0.2),lwd=2) 
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plot(range(-9:9), range(-9:9), xlab = "Self on economic 
policies", ylab = " Bush on economic policies", main=paste("Rep 
PID on Economy"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
axis(2, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
box() 
points(econ.score.S.jitter.Rep, econ.score.B.jitter.Rep, pch=20, 
cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(econ.score.S.jitter.Rep, econ.score.B.jitter.Rep, 
f=0.2),lwd=2) 
 
plot(range(-9:9), range(-9:9), xlab = " Self on economic 
policies", ylab = " Kerry on economic policies", main=paste("Rep 
PID on Economy"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
axis(2, at=-9:9, labels=c("-9","-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-
2","-1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9")) 
box() 
points(econ.score.S.jitter.Rep, econ.score.K.jitter.Rep, pch=20, 
cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(econ.score.S.jitter.Rep, econ.score.K.jitter.Rep, 
f=0.2),lwd=2) 
 
plot(range(-8:8), range(-8:8), xlab = " Self on Social policies", 
ylab = " Bush on Social policies", main=paste("Rep PID on 
Social"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
axis(2, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
box() 
points(soc.score.S.jitter.Rep, soc.score.B.jitter.Rep, pch=20, 
cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(soc.score.S.jitter.Rep, soc.score.B.jitter.Rep, 
f=0.2),lwd=2) 
 
plot(range(-8:8), range(-8:8), xlab = " Self on Social policies", 
ylab = " Kerry on Social policies", main=paste("Rep PID on 
Social"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
axis(2, at=-8:8, labels=c("-8","-7","-6","-5","-4","-3","-2","-
1","0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8")) 
box() 
points(soc.score.S.jitter.Rep, soc.score.K.jitter.Rep, pch=20, 
cex=0.5) 
lines(lowess(soc.score.S.jitter.Rep, soc.score.K.jitter.Rep, 
f=0.2),lwd=2) 
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#Fitting the linear regressions of perceived scores of candidates on self scores 
 
fit.Dem.a<-lm(econ.score.B~econ.score.S+soc.score.S, 
subset=(pid=="D")) 
fit.Dem.b<-lm(econ.score.K~econ.score.S+soc.score.S, 
subset=(pid=="D")) 
fit.Dem.c<-lm(soc.score.B~econ.score.S+soc.score.S, 
subset=(pid=="D")) 
fit.Dem.d<-lm(soc.score.K~econ.score.S+soc.score.S, 
subset=(pid=="D")) 
 
fit.Rep.a<-lm(econ.score.B~econ.score.S+soc.score.S, 
subset=(pid=="R")) 
fit.Rep.b<-lm(econ.score.K~econ.score.S+soc.score.S, 
subset=(pid=="R")) 
fit.Rep.c<-lm(soc.score.B~econ.score.S+soc.score.S, 
subset=(pid=="R")) 
fit.Rep.d<-lm(soc.score.K~econ.score.S+soc.score.S, 
subset=(pid=="R")) 
 
fit.Ind.a<-lm(econ.score.B~econ.score.S+soc.score.S, 
subset=(pid=="I")) 
fit.Ind.b<-lm(econ.score.K~econ.score.S+soc.score.S, 
subset=(pid=="I")) 
fit.Ind.c<-lm(soc.score.B~econ.score.S+soc.score.S, 
subset=(pid=="I")) 
fit.Ind.d<-lm(soc.score.K~econ.score.S+soc.score.S, 
subset=(pid=="I")) 
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#Obtaining the confidence intervals of the linear regressions 
 
fit.Dem.a.LCI<-fit.Dem.a$coef-beta.se(fit.Dem.a) 
fit.Dem.a.HCI<-fit.Dem.a$coef+beta.se(fit.Dem.a) 
fit.Dem.b.LCI<-fit.Dem.b$coef-beta.se(fit.Dem.b) 
fit.Dem.b.HCI<-fit.Dem.b$coef+beta.se(fit.Dem.b) 
fit.Dem.c.LCI<-fit.Dem.c$coef-beta.se(fit.Dem.c) 
fit.Dem.c.HCI<-fit.Dem.c$coef+beta.se(fit.Dem.c) 
fit.Dem.d.LCI<-fit.Dem.d$coef-beta.se(fit.Dem.d) 
fit.Dem.d.HCI<-fit.Dem.d$coef+beta.se(fit.Dem.d) 
 
fit.Rep.a.LCI<-fit.Rep.a$coef-beta.se(fit.Rep.a) 
fit.Rep.a.HCI<-fit.Rep.a$coef+beta.se(fit.Rep.a) 
fit.Rep.b.LCI<-fit.Rep.b$coef-beta.se(fit.Rep.b) 
fit.Rep.b.HCI<-fit.Rep.b$coef+beta.se(fit.Rep.b) 
fit.Rep.c.LCI<-fit.Rep.c$coef-beta.se(fit.Rep.c) 
fit.Rep.c.HCI<-fit.Rep.c$coef+beta.se(fit.Rep.c) 
fit.Rep.d.LCI<-fit.Rep.d$coef-beta.se(fit.Rep.d) 
fit.Rep.d.HCI<-fit.Rep.d$coef+beta.se(fit.Rep.d) 
 
fit.Ind.a.LCI<-fit.Ind.a$coef-beta.se(fit.Ind.a) 
fit.Ind.a.HCI<-fit.Ind.a$coef+beta.se(fit.Ind.a) 
fit.Ind.b.LCI<-fit.Ind.b$coef-beta.se(fit.Ind.b) 
fit.Ind.b.HCI<-fit.Ind.b$coef+beta.se(fit.Ind.b) 
fit.Ind.c.LCI<-fit.Ind.c$coef-beta.se(fit.Ind.c) 
fit.Ind.c.HCI<-fit.Ind.c$coef+beta.se(fit.Ind.c) 
fit.Ind.d.LCI<-fit.Ind.d$coef-beta.se(fit.Ind.d) 
fit.Ind.d.HCI<-fit.Ind.d$coef+beta.se(fit.Ind.d) 
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#Generating plots of the linear regression coefficients (constant term) 
 
par(mfrow=c(3,4), mar=c(5,4,4,2), mgp=c(2,0.5,0)) 
plot(range(-1.5:1.5), range(-2:4), xlab = "Party ID", ylab = 
"Constant Term", main=paste("Bush Econ"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-1:1, labels=c("D","I","R")) 
axis(2)   
box() 
points(-1, fit.Dem.a$coef[1], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(0, fit.Ind.a$coef[1], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(1, fit.Rep.a$coef[1], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
segments(-1, fit.Dem.a.LCI[1], -1, fit.Dem.a.HCI[1], col="grey")  
segments(0, fit.Ind.a.LCI[1], 0, fit.Ind.a.HCI[1], col="grey")  
segments(1, fit.Rep.a.LCI[1], 1, fit.Rep.a.HCI[1], col="grey")  
 
plot(range(-1.5:1.5), range(-2:4), xlab = "Party ID", ylab = 
"Constant Term", main=paste("Kerry Econ"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-1:1, labels=c("D","I","R")) 
axis(2)  
box() 
points(-1, fit.Dem.b$coef[1], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(0, fit.Ind.b$coef[1], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(1, fit.Rep.b$coef[1], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
segments(-1, fit.Dem.b.LCI[1], -1, fit.Dem.b.HCI[1], col="grey")  
segments(0, fit.Ind.b.LCI[1], 0, fit.Ind.b.HCI[1], col="grey")  
segments(1, fit.Rep.b.LCI[1], 1, fit.Rep.b.HCI[1], col="grey")  
 
plot(range(-1.5:1.5), range(-2:4), xlab = "Party ID", ylab = 
"Constant Term", main=paste("Bush Social"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-1:1, labels=c("D","I","R")) 
axis(2)  
box() 
points(-1, fit.Dem.c$coef[1], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(0, fit.Ind.c$coef[1], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(1, fit.Rep.c$coef[1], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
segments(-1, fit.Dem.c.LCI[1], -1, fit.Dem.c.HCI[1], col="grey")  
segments(0, fit.Ind.c.LCI[1], 0, fit.Ind.c.HCI[1], col="grey")  
segments(1, fit.Rep.c.LCI[1], 1, fit.Rep.c.HCI[1], col="grey")  
 
plot(range(-1.5:1.5), range(-3:4), xlab = "Party ID", ylab = 
"Constant Term", main=paste("Kerry Social"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-1:1, labels=c("D","I","R")) 
axis(2)  
box() 
points(-1, fit.Dem.d$coef[1], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(0, fit.Ind.d$coef[1], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(1, fit.Rep.d$coef[1], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
segments(-1, fit.Dem.d.LCI[1], -1, fit.Dem.d.HCI[1], col="grey")  
segments(0, fit.Ind.d.LCI[1], 0, fit.Ind.d.HCI[1], col="grey")  
segments(1, fit.Rep.d.LCI[1], 1, fit.Rep.d.HCI[1], col="grey")  
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#Generating plots of the linear regression coefficients (coefficient for Ei) 
 
plot(range(-1.5:1.5), range(-0.5:0.5), xlab = "Party ID", ylab = 
"Coef for Ei", main=paste("Bush Econ"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-1:1, labels=c("D","I","R")) 
axis(2, at=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5))  
box() 
points(-1, fit.Dem.a$coef[2], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(0, fit.Ind.a$coef[2], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(1, fit.Rep.a$coef[2], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
segments(-1, fit.Dem.a.LCI[2], -1, fit.Dem.a.HCI[2], col="grey")  
segments(0, fit.Ind.a.LCI[2], 0, fit.Ind.a.HCI[2], col="grey")  
segments(1, fit.Rep.a.LCI[2], 1, fit.Rep.a.HCI[2], col="grey")  
 
plot(range(-1.5:1.5), range(-0.5:0.5), xlab = "Party ID", ylab = 
"Coef for Ei", main=paste("Kerry Econ"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-1:1, labels=c("D","I","R")) 
axis(2, at=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5))  
box() 
points(-1, fit.Dem.b$coef[2], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(0, fit.Ind.b$coef[2], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(1, fit.Rep.b$coef[2], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
segments(-1, fit.Dem.b.LCI[2], -1, fit.Dem.b.HCI[2], col="grey")  
segments(0, fit.Ind.b.LCI[2], 0, fit.Ind.b.HCI[2], col="grey")  
segments(1, fit.Rep.b.LCI[2], 1, fit.Rep.b.HCI[2], col="grey")  
 
plot(range(-1.5:1.5), range(-0.5:0.5), xlab = "Party ID", ylab = 
"Coef for Ei", main=paste("Bush Social"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-1:1, labels=c("D","I","R")) 
axis(2, at=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5))  
box() 
points(-1, fit.Dem.c$coef[2], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(0, fit.Ind.c$coef[2], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(1, fit.Rep.c$coef[2], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
segments(-1, fit.Dem.c.LCI[2], -1, fit.Dem.c.HCI[2], col="grey")  
segments(0, fit.Ind.c.LCI[2], 0, fit.Ind.c.HCI[2], col="grey")  
segments(1, fit.Rep.c.LCI[2], 1, fit.Rep.c.HCI[2], col="grey")  
 
plot(range(-1.5:1.5), range(-0.5:0.5), xlab = "Party ID", ylab = 
"Coef for Ei", main=paste("Kerry Social"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-1:1, labels=c("D","I","R")) 
axis(2, at=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5))  
box() 
points(-1, fit.Dem.d$coef[2], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(0, fit.Ind.d$coef[2], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(1, fit.Rep.d$coef[2], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
segments(-1, fit.Dem.d.LCI[2], -1, fit.Dem.d.HCI[2], col="grey")  
segments(0, fit.Ind.d.LCI[2], 0, fit.Ind.d.HCI[2], col="grey")  
segments(1, fit.Rep.d.LCI[2], 1, fit.Rep.d.HCI[2], col="grey")  
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#Generating plots of the linear regression coefficients (coefficient for Si) 
 
plot(range(-1.5:1.5), range(-0.5:0.5), xlab = "Party ID", ylab = 
"Coef for Si", main=paste("Bush Econ"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-1:1, labels=c("D","I","R")) 
axis(2, at=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5))  
box() 
points(-1, fit.Dem.a$coef[3], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(0, fit.Ind.a$coef[3], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(1, fit.Rep.a$coef[3], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
segments(-1, fit.Dem.a.LCI[3], -1, fit.Dem.a.HCI[3], col="grey")  
segments(0, fit.Ind.a.LCI[3], 0, fit.Ind.a.HCI[3], col="grey")  
segments(1, fit.Rep.a.LCI[3], 1, fit.Rep.a.HCI[3], col="grey")  
 
plot(range(-1.5:1.5), range(-0.5:0.5), xlab = "Party ID", ylab = 
"Coef for Si", main=paste("Kerry Econ"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-1:1, labels=c("D","I","R")) 
axis(2, at=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5))  
box() 
points(-1, fit.Dem.b$coef[3], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(0, fit.Ind.b$coef[3], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(1, fit.Rep.b$coef[3], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
segments(-1, fit.Dem.b.LCI[3], -1, fit.Dem.b.HCI[3], col="grey")  
segments(0, fit.Ind.b.LCI[3], 0, fit.Ind.b.HCI[3], col="grey")  
segments(1, fit.Rep.b.LCI[3], 1, fit.Rep.b.HCI[3], col="grey")  
 
plot(range(-1.5:1.5), range(-0.5:0.5), xlab = "Party ID", ylab = 
"Coef for Si", main=paste("Bush Social"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-1:1, labels=c("D","I","R")) 
axis(2, at=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5))  
box() 
points(-1, fit.Dem.c$coef[3], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(0, fit.Ind.c$coef[3], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(1, fit.Rep.c$coef[3], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
segments(-1, fit.Dem.c.LCI[3], -1, fit.Dem.c.HCI[3], col="grey")  
segments(0, fit.Ind.c.LCI[3], 0, fit.Ind.c.HCI[3], col="grey")  
segments(1, fit.Rep.c.LCI[3], 1, fit.Rep.c.HCI[3], col="grey")  
 
plot(range(-1.5:1.5), range(-0.5:0.5), xlab = "Party ID", ylab = 
"Coef for Si", main=paste("Kerry Social"),axes=F, type="n") 
axis(1, at=-1:1, labels=c("D","I","R")) 
axis(2, at=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5))  
box() 
points(-1, fit.Dem.d$coef[3], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(0, fit.Ind.d$coef[3], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
points(1, fit.Rep.d$coef[3], pch=20, cex=1.5) 
segments(-1, fit.Dem.d.LCI[3], -1, fit.Dem.d.HCI[3], col="grey")  
segments(0, fit.Ind.d.LCI[3], 0, fit.Ind.d.HCI[3], col="grey")  
segments(1, fit.Rep.d.LCI[3], 1, fit.Rep.d.HCI[3], col="grey") 
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#For respondents with an Democratic party identification: 
fit.log.Dem<-glm(vote~dist.E + dist.S, 
family=binomial(link="logit"), subset=(pid=="D")) 
 
 
#For respondents with an Independent party identification: 
fit.log.Ind<-glm(vote~dist.E + dist.S, 
family=binomial(link="logit"), subset=(pid=="I")) 
 

#For respondents with a Republican party identification: 
fit.log.Rep<-glm(vote~dist.E + dist.S, 
family=binomial(link="logit"), subset=(pid=="R"))
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Linear regression fits from initial model 
 
display(fit.Dem.a) 
lm(formula = econ.score.B ~ econ.score.S + soc.score.S, subset = 
(pid ==  
    2)) 
             coef.est coef.se 
(Intercept)   3.49     0.15   
econ.score.S -0.37     0.05   
soc.score.S  -0.14     0.06   
  n = 547, k = 3 
  residual sd = 3.01, R-Squared = 0.13 
 
display(fit.Dem.b) 
lm(formula = econ.score.K ~ econ.score.S + soc.score.S, subset = 
(pid ==  
    2)) 
             coef.est coef.se 
(Intercept)  -1.00     0.11   
econ.score.S  0.26     0.03   
soc.score.S   0.05     0.04   
  n = 547, k = 3 
  residual sd = 2.09, R-Squared = 0.11 
 
display(fit.Dem.c) 
lm(formula = soc.score.B ~ econ.score.S + soc.score.S, subset = 
(pid ==  
    2)) 
             coef.est coef.se 
(Intercept)   0.95     0.13   
econ.score.S -0.24     0.04   
soc.score.S  -0.05     0.05   
  n = 547, k = 3 
  residual sd = 2.64, R-Squared = 0.07 
 
display(fit.Dem.d) 
lm(formula = soc.score.K ~ econ.score.S + soc.score.S, subset = 
(pid ==  
    2)) 
             coef.est coef.se 
(Intercept)  -1.08     0.11   
econ.score.S  0.06     0.04   
soc.score.S   0.38     0.04   
  n = 547, k = 3 
  residual sd = 2.17, R-Squared = 0.16 
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display(fit.Rep.a) 
lm(formula = econ.score.B ~ econ.score.S + soc.score.S, subset = 
(pid ==  
    1)) 
             coef.est coef.se 
(Intercept)   2.16     0.13   
econ.score.S  0.27     0.03   
soc.score.S  -0.04     0.05   
  n = 465, k = 3 
  residual sd = 2.27, R-Squared = 0.11 
 
display(fit.Rep.b) 
lm(formula = econ.score.K ~ econ.score.S + soc.score.S, subset = 
(pid ==  
    1)) 
             coef.est coef.se 
(Intercept)  -1.88     0.16   
econ.score.S -0.51     0.04   
soc.score.S   0.14     0.06   
  n = 465, k = 3 
  residual sd = 2.78, R-Squared = 0.24 
 
display(fit.Rep.c) 
lm(formula = soc.score.B ~ econ.score.S + soc.score.S, subset = 
(pid ==  
    1)) 
             coef.est coef.se 
(Intercept)   0.13     0.11   
econ.score.S -0.03     0.03   
soc.score.S   0.28     0.04   
  n = 465, k = 3 
  residual sd = 1.94, R-Squared = 0.09 
 
display(fit.Rep.d) 
lm(formula = soc.score.K ~ econ.score.S + soc.score.S, subset = 
(pid ==  
    1)) 
             coef.est coef.se 
(Intercept)  -1.17     0.12   
econ.score.S -0.21     0.03   
soc.score.S   0.03     0.05   
  n = 465, k = 3 
  residual sd = 2.18, R-Squared = 0.08 
 
display(fit.Ind.a) 
lm(formula = econ.score.B ~ econ.score.S + soc.score.S, subset = 
(pid ==  
    3)) 
             coef.est coef.se 
(Intercept)   1.97     0.31   
econ.score.S  0.07     0.11   
soc.score.S  -0.17     0.13   
  n = 86, k = 3 
  residual sd = 2.86, R-Squared = 0.02 
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display(fit.Ind.b) 
lm(formula = econ.score.K ~ econ.score.S + soc.score.S, subset = 
(pid ==  
    3)) 
             coef.est coef.se 
(Intercept)  -0.68     0.28   
econ.score.S -0.01     0.09   
soc.score.S   0.22     0.12   
  n = 86, k = 3 
  residual sd = 2.53, R-Squared = 0.04 
 
display(fit.Ind.c) 
lm(formula = soc.score.B ~ econ.score.S + soc.score.S, subset = 
(pid ==  
    3)) 
             coef.est coef.se 
(Intercept)   0.39     0.24   
econ.score.S -0.09     0.08   
soc.score.S   0.27     0.10   
  n = 86, k = 3 
  residual sd = 2.18, R-Squared = 0.08 
 
display(fit.Ind.d) 
lm(formula = soc.score.K ~ econ.score.S + soc.score.S, subset = 
(pid ==  
    3)) 
             coef.est coef.se 
(Intercept)  -0.45     0.22   
econ.score.S  0.03     0.08   
soc.score.S   0.22     0.10   
  n = 86, k = 3 
  residual sd = 2.01, R-Squared = 0.06 
 
 
fit.log.Dem<-glm(vote~dist.E + dist.S, 
family=binomial(link="logit"), subset=(pid=="D")) 
display(fit.log.Dem) 
fit.log.Ind<-glm(vote~dist.E + dist.S, 
family=binomial(link="logit"), subset=(pid=="I")) 
display(fit.log.Ind) 
fit.log.Rep<-glm(vote~dist.E + dist.S, 
family=binomial(link="logit"), subset=(pid=="R")) 
display(fit.log.Rep)
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#Generating random perceptions of candidates and fit to model 
b.hat<-array(NA, c(4,3,3)) 
sd.hat<-array(NA, c(4,3)) 
n.sims<-100 
 
#fill in values 
for (i in 1:3){ 

b.hat[1,i,1]<-fit.Dem.a$coef[i] 
  b.hat[2,i,1]<-fit.Dem.b$coef[i] 

b.hat[3,i,1]<-fit.Dem.c$coef[i] 
b.hat[4,i,1]<-fit.Dem.d$coef[i] 

 b.hat[1,i,2]<-fit.Ind.a$coef[i] 
 b.hat[2,i,2]<-fit.Ind.b$coef[i] 

b.hat[3,i,2]<-fit.Ind.c$coef[i] 
b.hat[4,i,2]<-fit.Ind.d$coef[i]  
b.hat[1,i,3]<-fit.Rep.a$coef[i] 

 b.hat[2,i,3]<-fit.Rep.b$coef[i] 
b.hat[3,i,3]<-fit.Rep.c$coef[i] 
b.hat[4,i,3]<-fit.Rep.d$coef[i] 

} 
 
sd.hat[1,1]<-sigma.hat(fit.Dem.a) 
sd.hat[2,1]<-sigma.hat(fit.Dem.b) 
sd.hat[3,1]<-sigma.hat(fit.Dem.c) 
sd.hat[4,1]<-sigma.hat(fit.Dem.d) 
sd.hat[1,2]<-sigma.hat(fit.Ind.a) 
sd.hat[2,2]<-sigma.hat(fit.Ind.b) 
sd.hat[3,2]<-sigma.hat(fit.Ind.c) 
sd.hat[4,2]<-sigma.hat(fit.Ind.d) 
sd.hat[1,3]<-sigma.hat(fit.Rep.a) 
sd.hat[2,3]<-sigma.hat(fit.Rep.b) 
sd.hat[3,3]<-sigma.hat(fit.Rep.c) 
sd.hat[4,3]<-sigma.hat(fit.Rep.d) 
 
 
 
#renaming PID  
pidnew<-array(NA, c(n, 1)) 
pidnew<-ifelse(pid=="D", 1, pidnew) 
pidnew<-ifelse(pid=="I", 2, pidnew) 
pidnew<-ifelse(pid=="R", 3, pidnew) 
 
#getting lengths of each PID 
n.Dem<-length(pidnew[subset=(pidnew==1)]) 
n.Ind<-length(pidnew[subset=(pidnew==2)]) 
n.Rep<-length(pidnew[subset=(pidnew==3)]) 
 
#vector of random outcomes for each PID 
random.outcome.Dem<-array(NA, c(n.sims,n.Dem)) 
random.outcome.Ind<-array(NA, c(n.sims,n.Ind)) 
random.outcome.Rep<-array(NA, c(n.sims,n.Rep)) 
 
sim.view.cand<-array(NA, c(n, 4)) 
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#generating n.sim random simulations using normal distribution 
 
for (s in 1:n.sims){ 
 
for (m in 1:4){ 

sim.view.cand[,m]<-rnorm(n, b.hat[m,1,pidnew] +  
b.hat[m,2,pidnew]*econ.score.S + 
b.hat[m,3,pidnew]*soc.score.S, sd.hat[m,pidnew])} 

 
 
#generate random Euclidean distances 
random.dist.E<-(sim.view.cand[,1]-econ.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,2]-econ.score.S)^2 
 
random.dist.S<-(sim.view.cand[,3]-soc.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,4]- soc.score.S)^2 

 
random.linear.Dem<-fit.log.Dem$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Dem$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==1)] + 
fit.log.Dem$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==1)] 
 
 
#Possible alternative step to be taken here 
 
random.linear.Ind<-fit.log.Ind$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Ind$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==2)]  
#+ fit.log.Ind$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==2)] 
 
random.linear.Rep<-fit.log.Rep$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Rep$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==3)] + 
fit.log.Rep$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==3)] 
 
prob.random.linear.Dem<-invlogit(random.linear.Dem) 
random.outcome.Dem[s,]<-rbinom(n.Dem, 1, prob.random.linear.Dem) 
 
prob.random.linear.Ind<-invlogit(random.linear.Ind) 
random.outcome.Ind[s,]<-rbinom(n.Ind, 1, prob.random.linear.Ind) 
 
prob.random.linear.Rep<-invlogit(random.linear.Rep) 
random.outcome.Rep[s,]<-rbinom(n.Rep, 1, prob.random.linear.Rep) 
} 
 
 
vote.from.Dem<-mean(random.outcome.Dem)*n.Dem 
vote.from.Ind<-mean(random.outcome.Ind)*n.Ind 
vote.from.Rep<-mean(random.outcome.Rep)*n.Rep 
 
#For original data 
sum(vote[subset=(pidnew==1)]) 
sum(vote[subset=(pidnew==2)]) 
sum(vote[subset=(pidnew==3)])
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#Allowing change in perception of Kerry on economic policies 
percentage.Bush.shift.econ.K<-array(NA, 61) 
 
#vector of random outcomes for each PID 
random.outcome.Dem<-array(NA, c(n.sims,61,n.Dem)) 
random.outcome.Ind<-array(NA, c(n.sims,61,n.Ind)) 
random.outcome.Rep<-array(NA, c(n.sims,61,n.Rep)) 
 
sim.view.cand<-array(NA, c(n, 4)) 
n.sims<-100 
 
#generating n.sim random simulations using normal distribution 
 
for (s in 1:n.sims){ 
 
for (m in 1:4){ 

sim.view.cand[,m]<-rnorm(n, b.hat[m,1,pidnew] +  
b.hat[m,2,pidnew]*econ.score.S + 
b.hat[m,3,pidnew]*soc.score.S, sd.hat[m,pidnew])} 

 
for (i in 1:61){ 
 
#linear transformation to get scaled change  
d <- (-3+0.1*i) 
 
#generate random Euclidean distances 
random.dist.E<-(sim.view.cand[,1]-econ.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,2] +d -econ.score.S)^2 
 
random.dist.S<-(sim.view.cand[,3]-soc.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,4]- soc.score.S)^2 

 
random.linear.Dem<-fit.log.Dem$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Dem$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==1)] + 
fit.log.Dem$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==1)] 
 
random.linear.Ind<-fit.log.Ind$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Ind$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==2)]  
#+ fit.log.Ind$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==2)] 
 
random.linear.Rep<-fit.log.Rep$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Rep$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==3)] + 
fit.log.Rep$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==3)] 
 
prob.random.linear.Dem<-invlogit(random.linear.Dem) 
random.outcome.Dem[s,i,]<-rbinom(n.Dem, 1, 
prob.random.linear.Dem) 
 
prob.random.linear.Ind<-invlogit(random.linear.Ind) 
random.outcome.Ind[s,i,]<-rbinom(n.Ind, 1, 
prob.random.linear.Ind) 
 
prob.random.linear.Rep<-invlogit(random.linear.Rep) 
random.outcome.Rep[s,i,]<-rbinom(n.Rep, 1, 
prob.random.linear.Rep) 
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} 
} 
#extracting the mean of the simulations 
 
vote.from.Dem<-array(NA, 61) 
vote.from.Ind<-array(NA, 61) 
vote.from.Rep<-array(NA, 61) 
 
 
for (i in 1:61){ 
 
vote.from.Dem[i]<-mean(random.outcome.Dem[,i,])*n.Dem 
vote.from.Ind[i]<-mean(random.outcome.Ind[,i,])*n.Ind 
vote.from.Rep[i]<-mean(random.outcome.Rep[,i,])*n.Rep 
 
percentage.Bush.shift.econ.K[i] <-(vote.from.Dem[i] + 
vote.from.Ind[i] +vote.from.Rep[i])/n 
} 
 
 
sequence<-seq(-3,3,by=0.1)  
 
par(mfrow=c(2,2), mar=c(5,4,4,2)) 
plot(sequence, percentage.Bush.shift.econ.K, xlab = "Shift in 
Kerry’s economic position", ylab = "Vote for Bush", 
main=paste("Shift in Kerry’s economic position")) 
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#Allowing change in perception of Kerry on social policies 
 
percentage.Bush.shift.soc.K<-array(NA, 61) 
 
#vector of random outcomes for each PID 
random.outcome.Dem<-array(NA, c(n.sims,61,n.Dem)) 
random.outcome.Ind<-array(NA, c(n.sims,61,n.Ind)) 
random.outcome.Rep<-array(NA, c(n.sims,61,n.Rep)) 
 
sim.view.cand<-array(NA, c(n, 4)) 
n.sims<-100 
 
#generating n.sim random simulations using normal distribution 
 
for (s in 1:n.sims){ 
 
for (m in 1:4){ 

sim.view.cand[,m]<-rnorm(n, b.hat[m,1,pidnew] +  
b.hat[m,2,pidnew]*econ.score.S + 
b.hat[m,3,pidnew]*soc.score.S, sd.hat[m,pidnew])} 

 
for (i in 1:61){ 
 
#linear transformation to get scaled change  
d <- (-3+0.1*i) 
 
#generate random Euclidean distances 
random.dist.E<-(sim.view.cand[,1]-econ.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,2] -econ.score.S)^2 
 
random.dist.S<-(sim.view.cand[,3]-soc.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,4] +d - soc.score.S)^2 

 
random.linear.Dem<-fit.log.Dem$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Dem$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==1)] + 
fit.log.Dem$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==1)] 
 
random.linear.Ind<-fit.log.Ind$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Ind$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==2)] + 
fit.log.Ind$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==2)] 
 
random.linear.Rep<-fit.log.Rep$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Rep$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==3)] + 
fit.log.Rep$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==3)] 
 
prob.random.linear.Dem<-invlogit(random.linear.Dem) 
random.outcome.Dem[s,i,]<-rbinom(n.Dem, 1, 
prob.random.linear.Dem) 
 
prob.random.linear.Ind<-invlogit(random.linear.Ind) 
random.outcome.Ind[s,i,]<-rbinom(n.Ind, 1, 
prob.random.linear.Ind) 
 
prob.random.linear.Rep<-invlogit(random.linear.Rep) 
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random.outcome.Rep[s,i,]<-rbinom(n.Rep, 1, 
prob.random.linear.Rep) 
} 
} 
#extracting the mean of the simulations 
 
vote.from.Dem<-array(NA, 61) 
vote.from.Ind<-array(NA, 61) 
vote.from.Rep<-array(NA, 61) 
 
 
 
for (i in 1:61){ 
 
vote.from.Dem[i]<-mean(random.outcome.Dem[,i,])*n.Dem 
vote.from.Ind[i]<-mean(random.outcome.Ind[,i,])*n.Ind 
vote.from.Rep[i]<-mean(random.outcome.Rep[,i,])*n.Rep 
 
percentage.Bush.shift.soc.K[i] <-(vote.from.Dem[i] + 
vote.from.Ind[i] +vote.from.Rep[i])/n 
} 
 
 
sequence<-seq(-3,3,by=0.1)  
plot(sequence, percentage.Bush.shift.soc.K, xlab = "Shift in 
Kerry’s social position", ylab = "Vote for Bush", 
main=paste("Shift in Kerry’s social position")) 
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#Allowing change in perception of Bush on economic policies 
 
percentage.Bush.shift.econ.B<-array(NA, 81) 
 
#vector of random outcomes for each PID 
random.outcome.Dem<-array(NA, c(n.sims,81,n.Dem)) 
random.outcome.Ind<-array(NA, c(n.sims,81,n.Ind)) 
random.outcome.Rep<-array(NA, c(n.sims,81,n.Rep)) 
 
sim.view.cand<-array(NA, c(n, 4)) 
n.sims<-100 
 
#generating n.sim random simulations using normal distribution 
 
for (s in 1:n.sims){ 
 
for (m in 1:4){ 

sim.view.cand[,m]<-rnorm(n, b.hat[m,1,pidnew] +  
b.hat[m,2,pidnew]*econ.score.S + 
b.hat[m,3,pidnew]*soc.score.S, sd.hat[m,pidnew])} 

 
for (i in 1:81){ 
 
#linear transformation to get scaled change  
d <- (-5+0.1*i) 
 
#generate random Euclidean distances 
random.dist.E<-(sim.view.cand[,1] +d -econ.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,2] -econ.score.S)^2 
 
random.dist.S<-(sim.view.cand[,3]-soc.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,4]- soc.score.S)^2 

 
random.linear.Dem<-fit.log.Dem$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Dem$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==1)] + 
fit.log.Dem$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==1)] 
 
random.linear.Ind<-fit.log.Ind$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Ind$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==2)] + 
fit.log.Ind$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==2)] 
 
random.linear.Rep<-fit.log.Rep$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Rep$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==3)] + 
fit.log.Rep$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==3)] 
 
prob.random.linear.Dem<-invlogit(random.linear.Dem) 
random.outcome.Dem[s,i,]<-rbinom(n.Dem, 1, 
prob.random.linear.Dem) 
 
prob.random.linear.Ind<-invlogit(random.linear.Ind) 
random.outcome.Ind[s,i,]<-rbinom(n.Ind, 1, 
prob.random.linear.Ind) 
 
prob.random.linear.Rep<-invlogit(random.linear.Rep) 
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random.outcome.Rep[s,i,]<-rbinom(n.Rep, 1, 
prob.random.linear.Rep) 
} 
} 
#extracting the mean of the simulations 
 
vote.from.Dem<-array(NA, 81) 
vote.from.Ind<-array(NA, 81) 
vote.from.Rep<-array(NA, 81) 
 
 
for (i in 1:81){ 
 
vote.from.Dem[i]<-mean(random.outcome.Dem[,i,])*n.Dem 
vote.from.Ind[i]<-mean(random.outcome.Ind[,i,])*n.Ind 
vote.from.Rep[i]<-mean(random.outcome.Rep[,i,])*n.Rep 
 
percentage.Bush.shift.econ.B[i] <-(vote.from.Dem[i] + 
vote.from.Ind[i] +vote.from.Rep[i])/n 
} 
 
 
sequence<-seq(-5,3,by=0.1)  
plot(sequence, percentage.Bush.shift.econ.B, xlab = "Shift in 
Bush’s economic position", ylab = "Vote for Bush", 
main=paste("Shift in Bush’s economic position")) 
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#Allowing change in perception of Bush on social policies 
 
percentage.Bush.shift.soc.B<-array(NA, 61) 
 
#vector of random outcomes for each PID 
random.outcome.Dem<-array(NA, c(n.sims,61,n.Dem)) 
random.outcome.Ind<-array(NA, c(n.sims,61,n.Ind)) 
random.outcome.Rep<-array(NA, c(n.sims,61,n.Rep)) 
 
sim.view.cand<-array(NA, c(n, 4)) 
n.sims<-100 
 
#generating n.sim random simulations using normal distribution 
 
for (s in 1:n.sims){ 
 
for (m in 1:4){ 

sim.view.cand[,m]<-rnorm(n, b.hat[m,1,pidnew] +  
b.hat[m,2,pidnew]*econ.score.S + 
b.hat[m,3,pidnew]*soc.score.S, sd.hat[m,pidnew])} 

 
for (i in 1:61){ 
 
#linear transformation to get scaled change  
d <- (-3+0.1*i) 
 
#generate random Euclidean distances 
random.dist.E<-(sim.view.cand[,1] -econ.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,2] -econ.score.S)^2 
 
random.dist.S<-(sim.view.cand[,3] +d -soc.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,4]- soc.score.S)^2 

 
random.linear.Dem<-fit.log.Dem$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Dem$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==1)] + 
fit.log.Dem$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==1)] 
 
random.linear.Ind<-fit.log.Ind$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Ind$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==2)] + 
fit.log.Ind$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==2)] 
 
random.linear.Rep<-fit.log.Rep$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Rep$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==3)] + 
fit.log.Rep$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==3)] 
 
prob.random.linear.Dem<-invlogit(random.linear.Dem) 
random.outcome.Dem[s,i,]<-rbinom(n.Dem, 1, 
prob.random.linear.Dem) 
 
prob.random.linear.Ind<-invlogit(random.linear.Ind) 
random.outcome.Ind[s,i,]<-rbinom(n.Ind, 1, 
prob.random.linear.Ind) 
 
prob.random.linear.Rep<-invlogit(random.linear.Rep) 
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random.outcome.Rep[s,i,]<-rbinom(n.Rep, 1, 
prob.random.linear.Rep) 
} 
} 
#extracting the mean of the simulations 
 
vote.from.Dem<-array(NA, 61) 
vote.from.Ind<-array(NA, 61) 
vote.from.Rep<-array(NA, 61) 
 
 
for (i in 1:61){ 
 
vote.from.Dem[i]<-mean(random.outcome.Dem[,i,])*n.Dem 
vote.from.Ind[i]<-mean(random.outcome.Ind[,i,])*n.Ind 
vote.from.Rep[i]<-mean(random.outcome.Rep[,i,])*n.Rep 
 
percentage.Bush.shift.soc.B[i] <-(vote.from.Dem[i] + 
vote.from.Ind[i] +vote.from.Rep[i])/n 
} 
 
 
sequence<-seq(-3,3,by=0.1)  
plot(sequence, percentage.Bush.shift.soc.B, xlab = "Shift in 
Bush’s social position", ylab = "Vote for Bush", 
main=paste("Shift in Bush’s social position")) 
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#Allowing change in perception of Kerry to vary on both economic and social 
policies 
 
n.sims<-100 
percentage.Bush.shift.Kerry<-array(NA, c(7,7)) 
 
 
#vector of random outcomes for each PID 
random.outcome.Dem<-array(NA, c(n.sims,7, 7, n.Dem)) 
random.outcome.Ind<-array(NA, c(n.sims,7, 7, n.Ind)) 
random.outcome.Rep<-array(NA, c(n.sims,7, 7, n.Rep)) 
 
sim.view.cand<-array(NA, c(n, 4)) 
 
 
#generating n.sim random simulations using normal distribution 
 
for (s in 1:n.sims){ 
 
for (m in 1:4){ 

sim.view.cand[,m]<-rnorm(n, b.hat[m,1,pidnew] +  
b.hat[m,2,pidnew]*econ.score.S + 
b.hat[m,3,pidnew]*soc.score.S, sd.hat[m,pidnew])} 

 
for (i in 1:7){ 
 
#linear transformation to get scaled change  
d <- (-3+(i-1)) 
 
 
#generate random Euclidean distances 
random.dist.E<-(sim.view.cand[,1]-econ.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,2]+d -econ.score.S)^2 
 
   for (j in 1:7){ 
 
 e <- (-3+(j-1)) 
 

random.dist.S<-(sim.view.cand[,3]-soc.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,4]+e - soc.score.S)^2 
 
random.linear.Dem<-fit.log.Dem$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Dem$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==1)] + 
fit.log.Dem$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==1)] 

 
random.linear.Ind<-fit.log.Ind$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Ind$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==2)] + 
fit.log.Ind$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==2)] 

 
random.linear.Rep<-fit.log.Rep$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Rep$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==3)] + 
fit.log.Rep$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==3)] 

 
prob.random.linear.Dem<-invlogit(random.linear.Dem) 
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random.outcome.Dem[s,i,j,]<-rbinom(n.Dem, 1, 
prob.random.linear.Dem) 
 

prob.random.linear.Ind<-invlogit(random.linear.Ind) 
random.outcome.Ind[s,i,j,]<-rbinom(n.Ind, 1, 

prob.random.linear.Ind) 
 

prob.random.linear.Rep<-invlogit(random.linear.Rep) 
random.outcome.Rep[s,i,j,]<-rbinom(n.Rep, 1, 

prob.random.linear.Rep) 
 

} 
} 
} 

 
#extracting the mean of the simulations 
 
vote.from.Dem<-array(NA, c(7,7)) 
vote.from.Ind<-array(NA, c(7,7)) 
vote.from.Rep<-array(NA, c(7,7)) 
 
 
for (i in 1:7){ 
   for (j in 1:7){ 
 

vote.from.Dem[i,j]<-mean(random.outcome.Dem[,i,j,])*n.Dem 
vote.from.Ind[i,j]<-mean(random.outcome.Ind[,i,j,])*n.Ind 
vote.from.Rep[i,j]<-mean(random.outcome.Rep[,i,j,])*n.Rep 

 
percentage.Bush.shift.Kerry[i,j] <-(vote.from.Dem[i,j] + 
vote.from.Ind[i,j] +vote.from.Rep[i,j])/n 

  } 
} 
 
 
sequence<-seq(-3,3,by=1) 
 
par(mfrow=c(1,2), mar=c(20,5,3,1)) 
 
contour(sequence, sequence, percentage.Bush.shift.Kerry, xlab = 
"Shift in Kerry’s economic position", ylab = "Shift in Kerry’s 
social position") 
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#Allowing change in perception of Bush to vary on both economic and social 
policies 
 
n.sims<-100 
percentage.Bush.shift.Bush<-array(NA, c(9, 9)) 
 
 
#vector of random outcomes for each PID 
random.outcome.Dem<-array(NA, c(n.sims,9, 9, n.Dem)) 
random.outcome.Ind<-array(NA, c(n.sims,9, 9, n.Ind)) 
random.outcome.Rep<-array(NA, c(n.sims,9, 9, n.Rep)) 
 
sim.view.cand<-array(NA, c(n, 4)) 
 
 
#generating n.sim random simulations using normal distribution 
 
for (s in 1:n.sims){ 
 
for (m in 1:4){ 

sim.view.cand[,m]<-rnorm(n, b.hat[m,1,pidnew] +  
b.hat[m,2,pidnew]*econ.score.S + 
b.hat[m,3,pidnew]*soc.score.S, sd.hat[m,pidnew])} 

 
for (i in 1:9){ 
 
#linear transformation to get scaled change  
d <- (-5+(i-1)) 
 
 
#generate random Euclidean distances 
random.dist.E<-(sim.view.cand[,1] +d -econ.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,2] -econ.score.S)^2 
 
   for (j in 1:9){ 
 
 e <- (-5+(j-1)) 
 

random.dist.S<-(sim.view.cand[,3] +e -soc.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,4] - soc.score.S)^2 
 
random.linear.Dem<-fit.log.Dem$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Dem$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==1)] + 
fit.log.Dem$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==1)] 

 
random.linear.Ind<-fit.log.Ind$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Ind$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==2)] + 
fit.log.Ind$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==2)] 

 
random.linear.Rep<-fit.log.Rep$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Rep$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==3)] + 
fit.log.Rep$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==3)] 

 
prob.random.linear.Dem<-invlogit(random.linear.Dem) 
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random.outcome.Dem[s,i,j,]<-rbinom(n.Dem, 1, 
prob.random.linear.Dem) 
 

prob.random.linear.Ind<-invlogit(random.linear.Ind) 
random.outcome.Ind[s,i,j,]<-rbinom(n.Ind, 1, 

prob.random.linear.Ind) 
 

prob.random.linear.Rep<-invlogit(random.linear.Rep) 
random.outcome.Rep[s,i,j,]<-rbinom(n.Rep, 1, 

prob.random.linear.Rep) 
 

} 
} 
} 

 
#extracting the mean of the simulations 
 
vote.from.Dem<-array(NA, c(9,9)) 
vote.from.Ind<-array(NA, c(9,9)) 
vote.from.Rep<-array(NA, c(9,9)) 
 
 
for (i in 1:9){ 
   for (j in 1:9){ 
 

vote.from.Dem[i,j]<-mean(random.outcome.Dem[,i,j,])*n.Dem 
vote.from.Ind[i,j]<-mean(random.outcome.Ind[,i,j,])*n.Ind 
vote.from.Rep[i,j]<-mean(random.outcome.Rep[,i,j,])*n.Rep 

 
percentage.Bush.shift.Bush[i,j] <-(vote.from.Dem[i,j] + 
vote.from.Ind[i,j] +vote.from.Rep[i,j])/n 

  } 
} 
 
 
sequence<-seq(-5,3,by=1) 
contour(sequence, sequence, percentage.Bush.shift.Bush, xlab = 
"Shift in Bush’s economic position", ylab = "Shift in Bush’s 
social position")
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#Allowing change in perception of Kerry to vary on both economic and social 
policies 
 
#incorporating a smaller step change 
 
n.sims<-50 
percentage.Bush.shift.Kerry<-array(NA, c(31,31)) 
percentage.Bush.shift.Bush<-array(NA, c(31,31)) 
 
 
#vector of random outcomes for each PID 
random.outcome.Dem<-array(NA, c(n.sims,31, 31, n.Dem)) 
random.outcome.Ind<-array(NA, c(n.sims,31, 31, n.Ind)) 
random.outcome.Rep<-array(NA, c(n.sims,31, 31, n.Rep)) 
 
sim.view.cand<-array(NA, c(n, 4)) 
 
 
#generating n.sim random simulations using normal distribution 
 
for (s in 1:n.sims){ 
 
for (m in 1:4){ 

sim.view.cand[,m]<-rnorm(n, b.hat[m,1,pidnew] +  
b.hat[m,2,pidnew]*econ.score.S + 
b.hat[m,3,pidnew]*soc.score.S, sd.hat[m,pidnew])} 

 
for (i in 1:31){ 
 
#linear transformation to get scaled change  
d <- (-3+0.2*(i-1)) 
 
 
#generate random Euclidean distances 
random.dist.E<-(sim.view.cand[,1]-econ.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,2]+d -econ.score.S)^2 
 
   for (j in 1:31){ 
 
 e <- (-3+0.2*(j-1)) 
 

random.dist.S<-(sim.view.cand[,3]-soc.score.S)^2 - 
(sim.view.cand[,4]+e - soc.score.S)^2 
 
random.linear.Dem<-fit.log.Dem$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Dem$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==1)] + 
fit.log.Dem$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==1)] 

 
random.linear.Ind<-fit.log.Ind$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Ind$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==2)] + 
fit.log.Ind$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==2)] 

 
random.linear.Rep<-fit.log.Rep$coef[1]+ 
fit.log.Rep$coef[2]*random.dist.E[subset=(pidnew==3)] + 
fit.log.Rep$coef[3]*random.dist.S[subset=(pidnew==3)] 
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prob.random.linear.Dem<-invlogit(random.linear.Dem) 
random.outcome.Dem[s,i,j,]<-rbinom(n.Dem, 1, 

prob.random.linear.Dem) 
 

prob.random.linear.Ind<-invlogit(random.linear.Ind) 
random.outcome.Ind[s,i,j,]<-rbinom(n.Ind, 1, 

prob.random.linear.Ind) 
 

prob.random.linear.Rep<-invlogit(random.linear.Rep) 
random.outcome.Rep[s,i,j,]<-rbinom(n.Rep, 1, 

prob.random.linear.Rep) 
 

} 
} 
} 

 
#extracting the mean of the simulations 
 
vote.from.Dem<-array(NA, c(31,31)) 
vote.from.Ind<-array(NA, c(31,31)) 
vote.from.Rep<-array(NA, c(31,31)) 
 
 
for (i in 1:31){ 
   for (j in 1:31){ 
 

vote.from.Dem[i,j]<-mean(random.outcome.Dem[,i,j,])*n.Dem 
vote.from.Ind[i,j]<-mean(random.outcome.Ind[,i,j,])*n.Ind 
vote.from.Rep[i,j]<-mean(random.outcome.Rep[,i,j,])*n.Rep 

 
percentage.Bush.shift.Kerry[i,j] <-(vote.from.Dem[i,j] + 
vote.from.Ind[i,j] +vote.from.Rep[i,j])/n 

  } 
} 
 
 
sequence<-seq(-3,3,by=0.2) 
contour(sequence, sequence, percentage.Bush.shift.Kerry, xlab = 
"Shift in Kerry’s economic position", ylab = " Shift in Kerry’s 
social position ")
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Appendix D 
 
Sample data (10 data points) from placement.csv: 
 
case gender ethnicity state education partyid force-id lib-conserv vote 

1 1 50 Illinois  7 3 3 5 1 
2 1 20 California  4 3 5 5 1 
3 2 50 Tennessee  6 1   5 2 
4 1 10 Arkansas  2 3 3 5 8 
5 2 50 Louisiana  3 1   5 2 
6 1 50 Washington  7 3 3 5 2 
7 2 50 California  6 1   5 2 
8 2 50 Wisconsin  4 2   1 1 
9 1 10 California  7 5 5 1 1 

10 2 50 Alabama  7 1   5 2 
 
 

case 
E1-

Bush 
E1-

Kerry 
E1-
Self 

E2-
Bush 

E2-
Kerry 

E2-
Self 

E3-
Bush 

E3-
Kerry 

E3-
Self 

1 4 8 3 6 8 7 7 7 7 
2 3 5 6 7 5 5 6 4 3 
3 4 6 3 5 2 5 4 4 4 
4 4 8 7 4 4 2 3 8 1 
5 4 6 3 5 2 5 7 2 6 
6 2 6 6 3 5 6 1 3 5 
7 3 7 1 7 2 5 7 3 7 
8 4 6 7 5 4 3 7 5 5 
9 3 5 4 7 5 5 6 2 4 

10 2 7 1 7 1 7 7 1 7 
 
 

case 
S1-

Bush 
S1-

Kerry  
S1-
Self 

S2-
Bush 

S2-
Kerry  

S2-
Self 

S3-
Bush 

S3-
Kerry 

S3-
Self 

1 5 4 7 1 1 1 3 3 1 
2 6 3 6 3 4 2 2 5 1 
3 3 3 5 4 3 4 3 3 1 
4 4 4 1 8 8 1 2 3 3 
5 6 8 6 8 8 4 3 1 3 
6 6 3 7 6 1 4 1 1 3 
7 6 2 7 1 1 1 1 3 2 
8 6 4 4 1 1 1 3 2 1 
9 7 3 4 5 1 1 1 4 1 

10 7 1 7 1 1 1 2 3 3 
 
 


